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5th February 2018

Dear Sir/Madam,
I am writing this as a submission to the Belfast Management Draft Plan. I am very concerned and do not agree that
the section of beach from Killarney to Big Baldy should be deemed to exclude dogs.
I am a beach user off Gorman’s Lane, on a regular basis and walk my dog which was leash free until recently when
the signs were changed.
I understand the need for
environmental conservation. However, there is a large area of beach to be considered and a small area that needs
conservation mainly the Hooded Plover in this area.
When I walked this beach this morning
, I was the only user on the beach at the far end of the Gorman’s
Lane carpark, which is often the case anytime I use this area. I walked West one kilometre up the beach. In this area
there is one 70m x 10m picket star fenced off area with signs for the Hooded Plover. A few bits of rope attached to
some pickets. My questions are; Why close the entire part of the beach to dogs for small pockets of conservation
area? (The conservation effort to these plovers looks very haphazard with only star pickets and a few signs, there is
no protection between these pickets.) Why if they are so important to protect is the effort to protect them so
minimal? Why does the beach need to be closed to dogs for the entire year when the birds breed from August to
March as stated in the plan?
I would like to see data that explains the number of users to the area, how many of them are dog users, and how
many and what type of damage do dogs do to this environment. What is the exact number of birds in the past
compared to now? To me, it seems that a very small percentage of incidences does not warrant the closure of the
area to dogs. In the draft plan, it describes dog behaviour as; leaving excrement, uncontrolled roaming and
aggressive behaviour, these behaviours can occur in any environment not just at this location. I believe most dog
owners are responsible and control their dogs, it may be a few rogue owners that set a bad example for the rest of
us.
I disagree with the Belfast Management Draft Plan to exclude dogs from Killarney to Big Baldy. I believe careful
consideration is needed in regard to the small conservation requirement and the recreation use for dogs on this part
of the beach. I believe a balance can be met for that of conservation and for a leash free beach for dogs.
Regards
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Response to Draft Belfast Coastal Reserve Management Plan
To Whom it may concern.
If, to quote your own plan “Belfast Coastal Reserve is an important cultural landscape on Victoria’s
south-west coastline, recognised for its scenic beauty, environmental attributes and cultural
significance,” why would you put it at risk?
It is with grave concern and a heavy heart that I submit this response. I have been an active
participant in the protection of Australia’s beautiful and fragile shore birds, especially the Hooded
Plovers along the beaches of Port fairy and surrounds
Birdlife Australia and Moyne shire Council
to help the birds survive their first weeks from the laying of eggs to fledging.
visitors from all over the world
who have shown an interest in what we do and how the birds live. I have always found these
conversations to be positive and they highlight a very important fact. Port Fairy and the surrounding
beaches, which include those mentioned in the Belfast Coastal Reserve Management Plan, are the
main attraction for the visitor. People come to our coastline for its raw beauty. This is a raw beauty
referenced in your plan. To quote, “Belfast Coastal Reserve is an important cultural landscape on
Victoria’s south-west coastline, recognised for its scenic beauty, environmental attributes and
cultural significance.” Why then would you put it at risk?
I have always agreed with the notion of getting the balance right. However, there can be no balance
between “enjoying walking, bird-watching, fishing, swimming, dog-walking, picnicking and nature
study,” and commercial horse training. No matter what you say, the two things cannot go together.
You may claim that the horses can train at designated times, for example, early morning and the bird
watching etc can happen afterwards but what will be left of the beach will hardly be worth a look.
This is like saying that horses can train on the MCG between Christmas day and Boxing Day and then
the cricketers can have it for the Boxing Day test. It sounds a fair split but the damage done by the
horses will render the test unplayable and so it goes for the walkers, picnickers, nature students and
bird watchers and the fragile ecosystem that supports a myriad of wildlife.
The basic tenets of your plan are at odds with each other. Commercial horse training has no place on
our beaches especially those deemed “Conservation and Recreation Zones”. To walk the beaches
with horses galloping up and down is not pleasant and nor is it safe. Your plan places the safety of
beachgoers at risk. Are you going to accept that responsibility? What plans have you for monitoring
the beaches when these two competing forces collide? AND THEY WILL!!!
The two things are mutually exclusive. They are a contradiction. You must decide. The future of our
great southwest lies in its beauty and the tourism that it attracts. Allow the commercial trainers,
horses to take over, and you will ruin the beaches for once and all and you will ruin the jobs that rely
on those who visit the southwest to enjoy its rugged and raw beauty.
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RE: Person+l request to reject the current "Belf+st Co+st+l
Reserve Dr+ft M+n+gement Pl+nʼ +nd m+ke +mendments before
fin+lising the ‘Belf+st Co+st+l M+n+gement Pl+n.ʼ

As $ loc$l resident $nd user of the Armstrong B$y be$ches I wish to
submit my form$l objection to the Belf$st Co$st$l Reserve Dr$ft
M$n$gement Pl$n.
I strongly object to the extent of the Conserv$tion Zone $nd its
inherent exclusion of dogs on le$ds $nd recre$tion$l horse riders
from the be$ches.
I recommend th$t the propos$l be $mended to be more inclusive $nd
sust$in$ble. I urge for $ sust$in$ble $ppro$ch th$t will include
benefits for $ll community st$keholders $nd will provide $ b$l$nce
between the soci$l $nd environment$l needs of the $re$.
I $sk th$t the Belf$st Co$st$l Reserve Dr$ft M$n$gement Pl$n be
$mended for fin$lis$tion by ch$nging the D$rk Green Zone:
Conserv$tion Are$, to $ Light Green Zone: Conserv$tion/ Recre$tion
Are$, to $llow me, $nd m$ny other citizens, to continue to enjoy the
freedom of the be$ches in our community with our $nim$ls.
The conserv$tion zone will essenti$lly exclude me $nd the v$st
m$jority of people in the South West of Victori$ from $ historic$l
recre$tion$l reserve which h$s served $s the life blood of the
community in the municip$lity.
The intention of P$rks Victori$ to cre$te $ conserv$tion zone $long
the Armstrong B$y be$ches in South West Victori$ will h$ve $
detriment$l imp$ct on my he$lth, wellbeing $nd lifestyle choices, now
$nd into the future.
My life $nd lifestyle choices will be signific$ntly diminished $nd my
$ttitude to the $re$ will be perm$nently $ffected.
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If I $m excluded from entering the be$ch $nywhere $long the
“Conserv$tion Zone,” I will be forced to drive my c$r to w$lk my dog
in $n incre$singly sm$ller $re$ reserved for dog w$lking which will
cre$te congestion $nd $ssoci$ted problems.

I $sk th$t you give this letter your thoughtful consider$tion $nd note
my objections $nd suggestions when fin$lising the m$n$gement pl$n
b$sed on feedb$ck from our community $nd current st$keholders.
Th$nk you for your time.
Kind Reg$rds,
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RE: Submission and Personal request to reject the current "Belfast
Coastal Reserve Draft Management Plan’ and make amendments before
finalising the ‘Belfast Coastal Management Plan.’

As a local resident and user of the Armstrong Bay beaches I wish to submit my formal
objection to the Belfast Coastal Reserve Draft Management Plan.
I strongly object to the extent of the Conservation Zone and its inherent exclusion of dogs on
leads and recreational horse riders from the beaches.
I recommend that the proposal be amended to be more inclusive and sustainable. I urge for a
sustainable approach that will include benefits for all community stakeholders and will
provide a balance between the social and environmental needs of the area.
I ask that the Belfast Coastal Reserve Draft Management Plan be amended for finalisation by
changing the Dark Green Zone: Conservation Area, to a Light Green Zone: Conservation/
Recreation Area, to allow me, and many other citizens, to continue to enjoy the freedom of
the beaches in our community with our animals.
The conservation zone will essentially exclude me and the vast majority of people in the
South West of Victoria from a historical recreational reserve which has served as the life
blood of the community in the municipality.
The intention of Parks Victoria to create a conservation zone along the Armstrong Bay
beaches in South West Victoria will have a detrimental impact on my health, wellbeing and
lifestyle choices, now and into the future. My life and lifestyle choices will be significantly
diminished and my attitude to the area will be permanently affected.
If I am excluded from entering the beach anywhere along the “Conservation Zone,” I will be
forced to drive my car to walk my dog in an increasingly smaller area reserved for dog
walking which will create congestion and associated problems.
I ask that you give this letter your thoughtful consideration and note my objections and
suggestions when finalising the management plan based on feedback from our community
and current stakeholders.
Thank you for your time.
Kind Regards,
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SUBMISSION TO PARKS VICTORIA – Title: Do Not Disturb
From:
Ratepayer:

SUBJECT: Belfast Coastal Reserve Management Plan – to include commercial race horse training
POSITION: I ask Parks Victoria not to put their name to this destruction.
BEACHES ARE NOT SUITABLE PLACES FOR HORSES – THEY WRECK IT:
o No number of horses is allowable. They trash the beach. Horses need dedicated facilities.
o Undisturbed environments are valuable to Australia and to people from all over the world.
o Commercial interests are robbing all of us of natural undisturbed environments.
- Immediate solutions are required - dedicated facilities for horse activity
- Synthetic surfaces for horse activity; avoid disturbing the beaches at all cost.
Horses leave the beach trashed.
Main entrance to the Killarney beach looking
eastwards.

Main entrance to the Killarney beach looking westward.
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BEACHES ARE NOT SUITABLE PLACES FOR HORSES – THEY WRECK IT
Killarney beach main entrance looking eastward - after horse training

Killarney beach main entrance a) looking west b) looking east c) looking straight ahead

a

b

c
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BELFAST COASTAL RESERVE
Warrnambool Field Naturalists Club Submission on the Draft Coastal
Management Plan

1. The park planning process and the genuine community engagement sought by
Parks Victoria is to be commended.
2. The establishment of conservation only zones is to be commended. However,
there is “historical use” of horses noted in Ruttledge’s Cutting and horses are
thus permitted in this conservation zone where there is significant risk to
shorebirds. If dogs are banned from conservation zones then we strongly argue
so should horses be banned. We also challenge the use of horses being termed
“historical”; the LCC report for the area lists 4WD and other vehicles as
demaging the area but not horses.
3. Both resident and migratory shorebirds must be considered as they feed and
rest on the shoreline where horses are allowed. Migratory shorebirds use both
wetlands and beaches in the Reserve and should be protected under our
obligations to international treaties.
4. Coastal dune scrub is threatened and fast disappearing. Page 30: “… research
has shown that low levels of horse trampling can cause a significant reduction
in vegetation height with fewer species found on trampled sites (Dyring 1990).
The rate of soil stress is dependent on the amount of horse trampling and
characteristics of soils, however, structurally unstable deposits such as dunes
are more readily impacted by this process (Phillips and Newsome 2002).
Deluca et al. (2001) and Wilson and Seeny (2009) determined that horses
caused the greater degree of trail erosion as they loosen soils to a greater
degree than hikers and motorcyclists, due to their relative weight and high
exerted ground pressure. Sand dunes sensitivity to disturbance can lead to loss
of habitat, reduced seed sources an increased risk of dune erosion by storms.”
Horses also enhance the spread of weeds through their droppings. We argue
these are arguments for excluding horses from the entire Belfast Coastal
Reserve, but especially from the conservation zones.
5. Managing vehicle access using gates and other infrastructure is welcome.
Keeping tracks to a minimum is good for vegetation and dune stability as well
as for wetland habitat conservation.
6. p. viii l 3 “complimentary” surely should be “complementary”?
7. p. 29 key threats and words on the maps are difficult to read.
8. The Club applauds the importance placed on research and monitoring and
urges continuation of the successful Research Partners scheme to undertake
paid research projects on behalf of Parks Victoria, using a partnership model.
The Club also welcomes the strategy to “support and encourage citizen
science research and monitoring to fill key knowledge gaps and inform
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management decisions” (p. 79). The Club would welcome the opportunity to
undertake long-term monitoring of natural resources such as vegetation and
wildlife at sites considered important by Parks Victoria. The Club and other
like-minded organisations can provide the long-term input that is so difficult
for government organisations normally to provide commitment and resources.
9. The Club believes any commercial horse training licence fees for use of the
Reserve should be allocated directly to (or collected by) Parks Victoria so that
funds can be invested in maintenance of the Coastal Reserve, especially
rectifying damage caused by horses.
10. The costal ecosystem typical of Belfast Coastal Reserve is under threat across
Australia and it is imperative it be conserved in our local area for the
enjoyment by future generations. We need to be aware that the shifting
baseline syndrome operates in these contexts - each new generation perceiving
the environment they first know as ‘natural’. The diminution of ecosystem
integrity over time is regarded as natural as each generation regards the state
of the ecosystem they encounter as a child as “natural”.
11. Parks Victoria should be the management agency for the whole area instead of
local governments having responsibility for intervening sections.
12. On page 79 there is also a strategy to engage with Traditional Owners to
“research and document Aboriginal cultural values”. This is commendable and
supported by the Club. The same strategy also goes on to say “… and apply
traditional ecological knowledge and land management practices.” Care and
diplomacy will be required if such recommendations are in conflict with those
obtained by modern scientific evidence. This will not always be the case and
we would hope that in most instances, the recommendations will be in
alignment. However, our experience suggests that sometimes either
a)
local knowledge on past ecological practices has been lost and those
questioned might feel obliged to provide an unsubstantiated opinion,
or
b)
non-Traditional Owners from Indigenous groups located elsewhere
provide inputs that also are in conflict with best practice for long
term ecological health of the ecosystems under consideration, but
that may well be appropriate for different environmental contexts.

Approved by the Committee of the Warrnambool Field Naturalists Club.
warrnamboolfnc@gmail.com
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- Feb 11 2018 – Submission in response to the Parks Victoria
Report:
Managing the Hooded Plover in Victoria: A site by site
assessment of threats and prioritisation of management
investment on Parks Victoria managed land.

I make a few brief observations on the Parks Victoria report noted above. All quotes are extracts
from the report.
These comments are in addition to comments on the Draft Belfast Coastal Management Plan made
in January 2018 which has been distributed and is included at the end of this document (See
Appendix 1).

Breeding success
“..if the population (Hooded Plovers) relied on breeding success of pairs in isolated or inaccessible
sites then fecundity would only be half of what was achieved with Management” Exec. Summary P7.
Simplifying this statement indicates that the hooded plover, if left to fend for itself in the natural
environment, without man-made improvements, annoyances or ‘threats’, has a breeding rate of half
of the rate than when they are nesting in community accessible sites in close proximity to high
population densities and related activities.
This is both a paradoxical call to arms for Parks Victoria (look we can make a difference) and an
artificial (unnatural) support of a bird population that clearly cannot breed effectively when left
alone. naturally. This either must the ‘natural’ condition or recent climate or other ‘natural’
variation has made the current conditions unsuitable. This needs scientific comment and/or further
research.

Management
Given the increased ‘regulatory’ suggestions to tighten control on people-based activity in the very
areas where the breeding rate is double that of ‘in the wild’, it seems that the Science actually
suggests we should continue the current management regime and class the overall management
framework as being sufficient and successful.
“..Warrnambool to Yambuk had an increase of 69% in the number of hooded plovers recorded (2011
study)” P18.
This increase within the monitored areas (not the inaccessible or remote) further supports the
argument that additional regulation may not be required.
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The current Parks management framework has recorded an increase in numbers in the face of the
extensive list of human related ‘threats’. More recent declines in numbers may not be statistically
significant. In order to class the population outcomes as successful or unsuccessful then there must
be a clear Parks Victoria Belfast target for Hooded plover population within a specific time frame. It
would be useful if the both target and the evidential support was made public. Given the natural low
fecundity rates reported, then low may actually be the norm and additional ‘management’
unnecessary.

Natural Environment
“The factors driving the presence of Hooded Plovers on the Victorian coast were: 98% Reef, 92%
foredune and 89% dune” P27.
Since the reef is only affected by sea levels the statistic reinforces the observation that the
destruction of the foredune through the misguided ‘stabilisation’ program has had a dramatic effect
on a primary breeding site of the Hooded Plover, since the foredune’s have all but disappeared and
the ‘flat’ beach is subject to inundation and wind action it is highly likely, that without intervention,
the successful breeding rates will fall. Ignoring the past ‘conservation’ mistakes the report suggests
that the rising sea-levels (perhaps this should read the subsiding beach levels due to Dune
stabilisation) could be combated by:
“Raising seaward side nest sites on rocky berms with artificial platforms of tractor tyres and
sandbags” P157
Which clearly does nothing to improve the environment (I am sure there are plenty of spare tyres to
line the dune cliffs) or assist the reversion to the ‘natural’ environment that many conservation
groups are trying to achieve.

Bird Numbers
There are “2.9 birds (hooded plovers) per kilometre from Warrnambool to Portland” P31.
and
“There are 52 birds in the Belfast zone which is 9% of the total population and 12% of the parks
managed population” P35.
It is worth considering the above bird densities of around 1 breeding pair per kilometre. Given that
the fecundity is 50% less in non-managed areas it would make more economic sense to collect the
birds and relocate them to a smaller area that is isolated and lends itself to more effective
management and focused research. A special conservation and research zone that is not near
population centres but has the primary factors required for breeding success.
The actual outcome appears to favour increasing the: allocation of rangers, restriction of tourists,
blocking off kilometres of beaches to any access at all, putting tyres on the beach, building berms,
removing marram grass for tens of kilometres, creating new regulations, issuing permits and
generally causing community disruption and angst.
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It should be noted that if the birds are nesting where there are all these human ‘threats’, then they
may have selected their nesting sites based on ‘homing’ instinct (previous familiarity) or
environmental preference, if this is so then we may be deliberately increasing nesting density in high
traffic areas because that is where we like to ‘manage’, thus inadvertently creating an escalating
non-productive community conflict.

Threats
Many Tables in the document are misleading. The report focuses on human related ‘Threats’ as
though they are the major threats to the Hooded Plover, it appears for convenience that most of the
statistics exclude the actual major threats of sea, wind, foredune, gulls, ravens etc comprising
around 85% of the total threat to the Hooded Plover (See Table 1 - Appendix 1) and, instead, simply
include selected people related threats. As an example, the overall horse threat is measured at
0.77% of all threats (op cit), in Table 11, P76, Belfast Horses are noted as 17% and dogs off-lead as
19% of observed threats (ignoring natural threats). Compounding this confusion Table 13 P78 Belfast
lists horses as 66% and dogs off-lead as 32% in terms of the ‘main threats’ (ignoring both natural
events and general recreation). This type of presentation does nothing to assist in the understanding
of the real threats to Hooded Plovers.
This (mis) use of statistics may cause the general reader to incorrectly conclude that horses are 66%
of the total threat to Hooded Plovers in the Belfast region, an almost 100-fold exaggeration. In the
cases of horses and dogs this type of presentation incorrectly focuses management attention on
factors that will have little influence on breeding outcomes but are easier to regulate.
The report also appears to harbour a self-fulfilling prophesy, many of the observations in the report
only occur where the beach is easily accessible and people are prevalent and thus, the
measurements of threats and breeding successes are highly localised and may not be relevant to
overall breeding rates. Particularly the ‘natural’ breeding rates.

Additional Regulations
In terms of the suggested horse related regulations to be applied by Parks Victoria, P.157:
Horse Permit required: Support. for large groups or events, not applicable for small numbers.
No access to Narrow beaches: Not Support. this varies markedly over the seasons and years and
will result in an impossible to regulate context or extensive community disobedience if
permanent bans are suggested. It should be left to community guidelines and be restricted for
large groups or events.
3. No riding if over 35C or 49kph of wind: Not Support. No real science here. Not relevant and
unnecessary.
4. Only at low tide and not within an hour of high tide: Not Support. Although the intent is
understood, the tides are 6 hourly, many tides are high-lows and low-highs. The window of
opportunity will in fact be one hour either side of the low tide hour, effectively 3 hours per day.
This actual beach area available varies depending on surf conditions. Tide, wind and low/high
pressure systems. This is not science based and not the basis for banning access.
5. Walking within 100m of fences: Support. given the beach is less than 100 metres wide then this
is walking controlled by fences erected by the conservation groups. Will create difficulties but a
reasonable guideline.
1.
2.
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Riding on the water’s edge: Support. where possible this is the normal recreational horse riding
strategy.
7. No riding in dunes: Not Support. On the basis it creates dune erosion? maybe this would actually
be desirable in the foredune to remove the ‘stabilising’ marram grass. The track erosion is
minimal and ensures access tracks in the dune system to support OHS. Not really supportable on
existing tracks ie. from back dunes to access beach. Could be supported to restrict new tracks.
8. No dogs: Not Supported. Once again unenforceable and unnecessary, this is the largest nonnatural threat but not large overall. Lot of community participation. On leash rules OK.
6.

Summary
On balance some lateral thinking is required to build Hooded Plover numbers, the community should
be aware of the targets and the ways to assist. Given that non-natural management in a non-natural
environment appears to give the Hooded Plovers the greatest chance of breeding success, then
relocation to a highly managed small, restricted, but isolated area would be the most cost-effective
solution.
Other solutions may have success but result in increased regulation and community exclusion.
If the restricted remote management strategy is not possible (because of logistical difficulties in
management) then Recreational Horse groups and dogs on leashes should follow reasonable
guidelines to minimise threat, with larger and commercial horse groups requiring a permit.
Commercial horse riding permits should be subject to schedules and maximum numbers in terms of
horse concurrency during beach access.
In summary:
1. Do add permits for commercial and large groups.
2. Do let recreational users continue as current with additional education and permanent signage.
3. Do not block existing dune tracks that provide access to the beach.
4. Do not promote stabilisation of the fore dune areas.
5. Do not ban controlled dog walking or rec horse use to any beach area between Warrnambool
and Port Fairy.
6. Do consider relocation of birds in high use areas to more isolated locations with focused
management.
Thanks for your consideration.
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Appendix 1 – Draft Coastal Management Plan Comments
Prepared in Jan 2018.

Main ref: Comments on draft Belfast Coastal Reserve –
Draft Coastal Management Plan – Jan 2018

Ref Page III

Native Flora and environment
Although ‘enhancing the scenic beauty’ is one clear objective (but not a science based goal) of this
plan, It is recognised that the current flora and environment are not original

yet the discourse is about preserving the ‘native vegetation’ and ‘priority habitats’.
Page vii

Threat
The paper then draws the inference that the threat to the ‘native vegetation’ is ‘people, dogs and
horses’ which need ‘controls’.
Page vii.
The conflation of dogs and horses incorrectly suggests that research provides evidence that they
should be treated in a similar way because they have similar effects on the environment. This is not
correct:
a. Uncontrolled dogs have the largest effect on nesting birds (4%) and general disruption as
noted in the research (see Table below)
b. Horses are never uncontrolled and have a minimal impact on nesting birds (research)
(0.77%)
c. Recreational horse numbers are small… perhaps averaging 2-4 horses at any one time, in
groups of 2- 3 spread over 5-10 kms, mainly on weekends.
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d. Commercial and local trainers are increasing and the catalyst of the report and should be the
focus of the recommendations. Recreational riders should remain outside of controls except
where people are affected ie. Killarney main beach in summer.

Table 1 - Managing the hooded plover in Victoria (2014) Parks Victoria

General Observations
Horses
1. The theme of the Report continues with ‘horses’ affecting ‘dune health, Cultural heritage,
public safety and disturbing birds’ P45. Only one element of which applies to riding on the
beach (that is, disturbing birds). Using the research in the Table above, the greatest impact
relates to storm surges and high tides (25%) followed by fox (7%), People (6%) and dogs
(3%). Further down the list is recreational horses (0.8%). That is 99.2% of all hooded plover
breeding failures are likely to have nothing to do with recreational horse riding.
2. In terms of horses and consequential erosion, there could be an argument made that horse
trails in the back dune are more lasting, even if narrowly contained. There is no argument
through evidence which supports the restriction of recreational horse riding on the most
dynamic of coastal environments, the sea shore, beach and foredune.

Conservation and mitigation
3. As an aside, the nature of the word conservation is to imply the preservation of ‘things’ as
they are in a point in time eg. A building. This concept cannot be applied to the shore-dune
ecosystem, it is clearly dynamic and not subject to conservation in any real sense.
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4. The research offered within the report supports this view, that the beach-dune ecosystem is
‘Dynamic and resilient’, and that the impact of the ocean will increase as sea level rises.
Despite this, the statement that we should increase resources and controls to protect the
‘fragile coastal dune system’ is made even though it is at odds with the Science.
5. We will have great difficulty applying conservation concepts to a ‘dynamic and resilient’
natural system. We cannot continue to talk about controlling dune and beach erosion when
that is the natural condition of a dynamic ecosystem.
6. The draft talks about ‘mitigating the effects of storm surges’ by stabilising the dunes P.41,
repeating the errors of the past and knowingly generating dune ‘cliffs’ through
‘stabilisation’. This actually prevents the natural movement of the sand dunes thus limiting
the growth of shore bird habitat for breeding (the fore dune is the preferred nesting habitat
for the hooded plover, not the flat beach).

Status-quo and history
7. In terms of conserving the status quo, or bringing the environment back to some past
imagined wilderness (perhaps, it should be noted that the sea level has been rising since the
last ice age, 40,000 years ago). The first Australians claim occupation during the same period
indicating that most of the evidence would be under water, and it is likely with global
warming that the areas under consideration will also disappear within 50 years. Yet the
substantive conclusion is that recreational horse riding is a: ‘risk to middens’, manure should
be removed (surely only in the parking areas), hoof prints filled in (not worth a real
comment) and horses should stop disturbing birds.

Risks classes
8. The ‘risk chart’ combines recreational horses and uncontrolled dogs as though they have the
same effect, both labelled as ‘extreme’. This is not evidence based and not supported by the
research. The effect of the ocean/wind is ‘extreme’ everything else is relatively minor
(including dogs).

The dynamic environment
9. Despite noting the ‘dynamic nature of the dune system’, the paradoxical efforts to ‘stabilise
and conserve’ is focused on ‘eroded dunes’ surely the natural outcome of dynamism.
10. The use of phrases like ‘prevent erosion’ and ‘natural regeneration’ is really code for plant
spinifex grass instead of marram grass, both to bring back the native vegetation
(unnaturally) and to unmercifully (for the shore birds) stabilise the dunes and create a
vertical retreat in the face of the ocean rather than the natural slope of the fore dune, the
preferred habitat of the hooded plover.
11. The conflict embedded in this proposal is actual a war on nature and refers to ’rising sea
levels… higher storm surges’ P40 with estimated retreat of the beach in the last 150 years of
0.1-0.3 metres per year (more in the next 150 years) either way that suggests a retreat of
15-45 metres, wider than the current beach in many places. Again, planting spinifex grass,
picking up manure and preventing hoof prints, is unlikely to have the desired effect.

Community Recreation
12. Re-interating the statement that dogs are the ‘biggest threats off the leash’ to plovers and
shore birds, but unfortunately the owners of the same are the largest user community group
and most difficult to control. Recreational riders are more obvious, a smaller group (almost
sparse) and easy to control but with minimal comparative impact. It appears rec riders (and
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local trainers) have been lumped with dogs and large commercial racing to appear ‘even
handed’ rather than having any real evidence base.
13. The suggestion that there is a competition between ‘people, vehicles, dogs and horses’ P46
simply ignores that fact that these are all people pressures and it is a question of scale.
14. The case study P50 contained in the report does link the restriction of un-controlled dogs to
the improved breeding success of plovers, no such study can make the same claim for
controlled horses.
15. Attributing ‘one of the most significant impacts – disturbance of shore birds’ to recreational
horses has no evidence base and it is an incorrect extension of the uncontrolled dog cohort
to horses.

Regulation and consequences
16. The report notes that erosion has been caused on the high dune by the surfers looking at the
surf at carpark 2 in the cutting P59, and thus the proposed action will be to remove and level
the mid-dune to create a viewing platform. There is little evidence that surfers caused any
erosion and it should be noted that the ‘top of the dune’ location is the favourite site for the
coast care members monitoring horse activity. The report continues to draw the incorrect
conclusion that loss of marram grass is somehow detrimental to the dynamic dune system.
17. Lastly, leaving open the concept ‘closing the beach’ to all horse activity when the conditions
demand pre-supposes that a select group will make the call and the hooded plover will
benefit (both of which pre-suppose we know both the cause and the outcome of hooded
plover success or failure). This may ultimately create even more dissention and avoidance of
the ‘controls’.

Summary
In summary recreational horse riders should be permitted to use the beach in small groups (as they
have historically done for a period much longer than local horse trainers), large groups (more than 4
and less than 20) of recreational riders should require a permit and belong to an association, such as
ATHRA, at least an association that has acceptable insurance, environmental and behavioural codes
and a certification process for organisers.

Jan 2018.
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29 March 2018

Manager, Park Planning
Parks Victoria
Level 10, 535 Bourke Street
Melbourne
BY EMAIL parksplan@parks.vic.gov.au
Dear Sir/Madam,
BELFAST COASTAL RESERVE DRAFT COASTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN
Warrnambool City Council welcomes the opportunity to provide the following feedback to the
draft Belfast Coastal Reserve Coastal Management Plan (January 2018). The plan was
considered at Councils Ordinary Meeting of 5 March 2018; please find enclosed copy of the
Meeting Minutes. Council resolved:
1. That Council provide in-principal support to the proposed management directions
for the Belfast Coastal Reserve Draft Management Plan; and
2. That a submission be prepared and lodged with the Department of Environment,
Land, Water and Planning prior to the closing date of 16 March 2018; and
3. That the State Government provides a report that gives a response to all of the
issues that were raised in the consultation so that the community understands the
decision making process.
Council understands the Belfast Coastal Reserve Draft Management Plan outlines proposed
management directions for the Reserve over a 15 year time-frame that seeks to find a
balance between the environmental, cultural, social and economic values of the reserve and
the variety of user groups. The Coastal Management Plan also identifies associated
challenges and risks and provides strategies and actions for management.
The Belfast Coastal Reserve is currently under an array of management arrangements
which would benefit from strategic and coordinated direction for the future management of
the Reserve.
The area that relates to Warrnambool City Council extends along the coast from Levy’s
Beach to the City’s western most municipal boundary with Moyne Shire Council.
Warrnambool City Council is currently the delegated land manager for an area in the subject
Reserve totalling approximately 176 hectares, approximately 8% of the Reserve’s total
planning area of approximately 2,260 hectares. This may be a relatively small percentage
however there are significant and complex land management recommendations within this
area.
The land management strategies outlined in the plan will require a significant capital
investment and ongoing recurrent expenditure to ensure that the objectives of the plan can
be meet. Council requests that the report make clear who is expected to fund the initial
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capital uplift and where the ongoing recurrent resource capacity will be funded from.
Warrnambool City Council needs to make it very clear that it does not intend nor does it
have the financial capacity to fund or implement any of the activities for which it has been
identified as either the responsible authority or as a delivery partner. On this basis we ask
that the state government very clearly articulate in the plan the proposed funding model that
will support each agencies responsibilities.
There is opportunity for the draft Belfast Coastal Reserve Coastal Management Plan to be
aligned with the Guidelines for the Preparation of Coastal Management Plans (DELWP,
September 2017). An overall observation of the draft plan is in regards to consolidating the
detail to ensure the plan is succinct and clear to all readers; in particular the vision should be
concise and provide a clear vision for the Belfast Coastal Reserve.
The proposed management directions of the Belfast Coastal Reserve Draft Management
Plan are considered to have brought together and acknowledged the relationship that
Traditional owners have with the area, various agencies, user groups, activities and
environmental features of the reserve and provides a framework that enables a balanced
management approach. However Council requests a report on the submissions received to
the draft plan and how any revised Coastal Management Plan responds to submissions and
community consultation.
Having regard to the above requests for alteration, Council provides in-principle support to
the proposed management directions for the Belfast Coastal Reserve Draft Management
Plan.
If you have any queries on Council's submission, please contact

Yours sincerely
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Wednesday, 14 March 2018

Manager
Parks Planning
Parks Victoria
Level 10, 535 Bourke St
Melbourne VIC 3000

To whom it may concern,

Re: Warrnambool Beach Training Support Submission

As a part owner of a horse trained in Warmambool, I support the continuation of horse
training on the beaches in the region. This is primarily due to the opportunity that beach
training presents, as well as the relaxed country environment in the Warrnambool district.
The success of Prince of Penzance in the Melbourne Cup is testimony to the benefits of
beach training.

I see many tourists who
enjoy the opportunity to see horses training on the beach, with a flow on financial benefit to
the area.
If beach training was not available, the opportunities for these horses would become limited,
and potentially they would retire from racing altogether. This would have a negative impact
on the local horse trainers - horse numbers would decrease as well as taking away the
opportunity for any financial return to continue to fund future horses to be trained in the
region .
The opportunity to train norses on Levy's Beach and the dunes is critical for the ongoing
success of horse training in Warrnambool, of which I am fully supportive.
Regards,
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BELFAST COASTAL RESERVE
DRAFT COASTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN, JANUARY 2018

Personal submission from:

While I support the bulk of the plan - limiting areas for dogs, horses, motorcycles, off-road driving,
duck shooting and the declaration of a Conservation Zone, I cannot agree with any
recommendation which allows racehorse training in the Reserve, particularly at Rutledge's Cutting
in the so-called CONSERVATION zone. I believe the regulations should be made even tighter than
those in the Draft Plan - no racehorse training and severely limited areas for recreational riding and
on-leash dogs (not off-leash and definitely not in the Conservation Zone.)
The Belfast Coastal Reserve provides habitat for several species of threatened birds, such as
orange-bellied parrot, hooded plover and Australasian bittern. Populations of migratory shorebirds
(sanderlings, sandpipers, double-banded plovers and ruddy turnstones) also use the Reserve. It is
a declared site of national and international significance for some of these birds. In other coastal
areas authorities are tightening regulations to preserve the habitat for these threatened species.
Why should Belfast Coastal Reserve be different?
Racing is an industry and while it does bring some wealth to the local economy, it is no match for
the year-round tourist trade, which could expand even further if the area's natural attractions were
highlighted. There are many other local industries of greater economic value that employ people
year-round, but we do not let them set up business on the beach or in other environmentally
sensitive areas and we cannot justify allowing this one industry to threaten the survival of already
endangered species in one of the few areas of natural landscape left in this district. Gundijmarra
people are against racehorse training in the Reserve due to the risk of damage to Aboriginal
cultural heritage. The recommendations on race-horse training in the Draft Management Plan
contradict the "vision for the Reserve as providing a 'wild feel', a place to appreciate and connect to
nature" (p.47). They also seem to contradict one of its key management outcomes for natural
values as listed on p.27 - i.e. "the protection of vulnerable fauna such as Hooded Plover will
require reducing threats to these species through controls on the key impacting activities of dogs,
horses and people."
Section 6: I strongly support the provision of extra information and interpretation signage to explain
to visitors and locals just how special this areas is, though I fail to see how we can achieve the goal
"Visitors appreciate, understand and care for the values of the Belfast Coastal Reserve" (p.67)
while we allow racehorses to be thundering past them on our beaches.
Section 7: I strongly support coordinated management of the Reserve - preferably for the reserve
to be managed as a whole by one authority, with input from stakeholders (municipal government,
recreation organisations, conservation groups, indigenous communities), rather than the
fragmented management as at present. I would support the Reserve being declared a National
Park.
Section 8: I strongly support on-going research and monitoring.
Unless there is a substantial government investment in extra rangers and maintenance staff I do
not see how these recommendations and those on weed and vermin control, and the effective
policing of restrictions of racehorses, recreational horseriding, off-road vehicles, on- and off-leash
dogs can be effectively carried out.
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Manager
Parks Planning
Parks Victoria
Level 10, 535 Bourke St
Melbourne VIC 3000

To whom it may concern,
Re: Warrnambool Beach Training Support Submission
As a current member of the Victorian Racing Industry, this letter is written to provide mine and
the Club’s support for the continuation of Beach training in Warrnambool, particularly at Levy’s
Beach and Hoon Hill.
I am a proud participant of what is a $2.8 billion industry in this State and of the fact that
training on the beaches along the Belfast Costal Reserve, and Lady Bay, provides significant
positive economic benefits to the South West community.
The flow on effect of restricting horse access on the beaches is significant to our industry.
Restricting access to beaches will result in a large number of training operations relocating,
potentially interstate, essentially diminishing the number of trainers in the region. The flow on
effect of this is significant. This will see a huge impact on the economic benefit racing brings
to the region, including the lucrative May Carnival. The May Warrnambool Carnival alone
delivers over $90 million in economic benefit to the region every year. The thoroughbred
industry, including the Warrnambool Racing Club employs hundreds of local residents, who
would ultimately be out of work if the industry was to be this significantly affected. The flow on
effect is also significant to industry suppliers, Veterinary, farriers and alike also likely to suffer
from a reduction in the Warrnambool region.
By having the sand and salt water available to a large number of horses trained in the area it
also reduces the impact on our grass training tracks across the state and reduces the risk of
injury through better track management. Having beach access is a major rehabilitation tool for
trainers and ultimately provides the thoroughbred with an alternative method of training than
the effects training on a track may have (reduces concussion).
What we have is unique and something our community is proud of, as a result I am fully
supportive of the continuation of horse training on our local beaches.
Regards,
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Werribee Racing Club
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Manager
Parks Planning
Parks Victoria
Level 10, 535 Bourke St
Melbourne VIC 3000

To whom it may concern,
Re: Warrnambool Beach Training Support Submission
As a current member of the Warrnambool Racing Club, this letter is written to provide my
support to the continuation of Beach training in Warrnambool, the Belfast Coastal Reserve,
Killarney Beach and along the East Beach Port Fairy.
We are extremely fortunate to have the beaches that provide this unique horse training
opportunity, which indeed provides significant positive economic, social and recreational
benefits to our local community, and employs many passionate and very skilled people.
I’ve enjoyed using the East Beach from Port Fairy to Mills Reef for
walking, swimming and surfing. During that time I’ve shared the area with racehorses and
recreational horses without any detrimental impact. In fact along with the vast majority of
people I’ve enjoyed the experience of the presence of the horses in this environment.

Through this
involvement I’m acutely aware of the importance of beach access for the racehorses so that
owners have confidence to continue to own horses trained in the area which then supports
the sustainability of employment and enormous economic benefit the racing industry
contributes to the local community.
What we have is unique and something our community is proud of which has existed for many
many years, in fact decades. As a result I am fully supportive of the continuation of horse
training on our local beaches.
Yours sincerely,
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Tuesday, 13 March 2018

Manager
Parks Planning
Parks Victoria
Level 10, 535 Bourke St
Melbourne VIC 3000

To whom it may concern,

Re: Warrnambool Beach Training Support Submission

I. A critical part of that training is conducted regularly on Levy's Beach to ensure
the ongoing health, development and strength of our horse.
are also a small part in
contributing to the overall success and health of the racing industry itself as well as its many
supporting industries.
As an owner of a horse trained in Warmambool, the opportunities beach training presents as
well as the relaxed country environment the district has to offer is the key reason why I will
continue to support the continuation of horse training in the region.
If this opportunity was not available, the opportunities for these horses would become limited,
thus there would be potential for them to retire from racing all together. This would have huge
effect on the local horse trainers, horse numbers would decrease as well as taking away the
opportunity for any return to continue to fund future horses to be trained in the region.
The opportunity to train horses on Levy's Beach and the dunes is critical for the ongoing
success of horse training in Warrnambool which I am fully supportive of.
Regards,
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The Manager
Parks Planning
1st March 2018

Parks Victoria
Level 10, 535 Bourke Street
Melbourne, Vic. 3000

Dear Sir/Madam,

Re: Belfast Coastal Reserve.

This is our submission in response to the Draft Management Plan, dated January, 2018.
We support the need for a ‘Belfast Coastal Management Plan’ and submit that the entire ‘Belfast
Coastal Reserve’ be a ‘Conservation and Recreation Zone’ with no area dedicated only as a
‘Conservation Zone’. We have detailed our guidelines for use of this ‘Conservation and Recreation
Zone’ at the end of this submission.

Page (v) of the Draft Plan states that the ‘The Belfast Coastal Reserve protects a narrow section of land
backed by flat open farmland, creating a sense of remoteness from nearby Warrnambool and Port
Fairy’. This is inaccurate, incomplete and misleading. The Belfast Coastal Reserve also directly backs
onto the Towilla Way residential estate and the Draft Management Plan makes no reference to this,
nor does § 6.4 (page 59) of the Draft Plan define if the Towilla Way beach access path is, or is not, a
‘secondary’ path that will be ‘rationalised’.
Towilla Way Landowners have a Section 173 Agreement with the Moyne Shire Council to ensure
‘Pedestrian access to the Beach’. Moyne Shire acknowledges their obligations under this section 173
agreement in a written response to resident’s questions in February 2018. The Belfast Coastal Reserve
Management Plan should specifically enshrine the Towilla Way beach access path for pedestrian
access and ensure that it is maintained as a safe pedestrian passage to the beach and that it meets
fire and vermin prevention standards.
We regret that Parks Victoria have not taken the opportunity to clarify this issue of Towilla Way
pedestrian beach access during the ‘consultation’ period. We approached the Parks Victoria Officer,
, at the advertised meeting at Sackville Street, Port Fairy, and we have written to, and
emailed, the Manager, Parks Planning, at Parks Victoria. Despite these requests we have not received
written confirmation that Parks Victoria will not attempt to close the Towilla Way pedestrian beach
access path.
As Parks Victoria is the responsible authority, we submit that Parks Victoria undertake as part of the
Belfast Coastal Management Plan, and in co-operation with adjoining land owners, an effective rabbit
and fox eradication program from the dunes. The current explosion in the rabbit population is causing
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erosion in the dunes and adjoining properties and is providing food for the foxes which are destroying
Hooded Plover and wading bird populations within the Belfast Coastal Reserve.
We highly value the sense of remoteness of the Armstrong Bay beaches and expect that an effective
Belfast Coastal Management Plan will maintain this special quality. However we submit that the Area
marked in dark green as ‘Conservation Zone’ in ‘Map 3 Access and Visitor Facilities’ of the Draft Coastal
Management Plan should be rezoned as a ‘Conservation and Recreation Zone’.
We submit that within this extended ‘Conservation and Recreation Zone’ the following restrictions
should be defined, displayed and enforced on dog, horse and vehicular access and that our other
recommendations below also be added to the Belfast Coastal Management Plan.
Summary of requested inclusions in the Belfast Coastal Reserve Management Plan.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

Continued pedestrian beach access from Towilla Way.
Ongoing maintenance of the Towilla Way beach access path by Parks Victoria.
Effective vermin control of rabbits and foxes in the sand dunes by Parks Victoria.
Effective signs and penalties be displayed at all beach access points.
The ‘Conservation Zone’ in ‘Map 3, Access and Visitor Facilities’ the Draft Coastal Management
Plan should be rezoned as a ‘Conservation and Recreation Zone’.
Access for dogs on leashes be allowed throughout the Belfast Coastal Reserve.
No dogs be allowed off leashes anywhere within the Belfast Coastal Reserve.
No race horse training be allowed anywhere within the Belfast Coastal Reserve.
Recreational horses may only be ridden at walking pace, in groups of 4 or less below the high
water mark with beach access limited to Gorman’s Lane, the Basin, Spookies and Golfies.
Unauthorised access of dogs, horses and all vehicles be effectively policed.
A consultative committee comprising residents, other interested parties, Moyne Shire and
Parks Victoria be established to monitor the effectiveness of the Belfast Coastal Management
Plan. The consultative committee meetings should be open to the public as observers and the
committee will openly report annually to the responsible minister and the public on agreed
key performance indicators.
Vehicle management structures be put in place at the Basin to effectively prevent vehicles and
motor bikes driving East along the beach at both high and low tide.
The Management Plan acknowledges dune erosion by wave action and incorporates plans to
minimise the impact of wave erosion on the Belfast Coastal Reserve.
The Belfast Coastal Management Plan ensures that Parks Victoria will use its best endeavours
to protect the migratory beach wading birds within the Coastal Reserve, whilst allowing the
defined, and controlled, recreational activities listed above.

We trust this submission will be carefully considered and taken into account before the final Belfast
Coastal Management Plan is presented to the responsible Minister.

Yours Faithfully
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Tuesday, 13 March 2018

Manager
Parks Planning
Parks Victoria
Level 10, 535 Bourke St
Melbourne VIC 3000

To whom it may concern,

Re: Warrnambool Beach Training Support Submission
As an owner of horses trained in Warrnambool, the opportunities beach training presents as
well as the relaxed country environment the district has to offer is the key reason why I will
continue to support the continuation of horse training in the region.
Our horse has benefited enormously from being able to train on occasions at the beach
If this opportunity was not available, the opportunities for these horses would become limited,
thus there would be potential for them to retire from racing all together. This would have huge
effect on the local horse trainers, horse numbers would decrease as well as taking away the
opportunity for any return to continue to fund future horses to be trained in the region.
The opportunity to train horses on Levy's Beach and the dunes is critical for the ongoing
success of horse training in Warrnambool which I am fully supportive of.

Reaards.
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Manager
Parks Planning
Parks Victoria
Level 10, 535 Bourke St
Melbourne VIC 3000

To whom it may concern,
Re: Warrnambool Beach Training Support Submission
I base my decision to have them trained out of Warrnambool 100%
on the use of the beach
The horses have a longer racing life, and much less injuries
If this access to the beach in question is no longer available, I would definitely relocate my
horses

Please do not take your decision lightly, keep in mind when my horses are running at
Warrnambool,
Think about the on flow affect to Warrnambool and all the people who are employed in the
racing game also
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18 February 2018

Manager
Parks Planning,
Parks Victoria
Level10, 535 Bourke Street
Melbourne Vic 3000
Re: Belfast Coastal Plan.
To whom it may concern,
I write on behalf of
w ith land holdings fronting t he coasta l reserve at Tower Hill. We have all utilized the beach at
Rutledge's cutting and the Basin for many years to exercise our horses in a respectful manner.
We note that we are privy to a submission by SWOTRA for the proposed use of Rutledge's Cutting by a
limited numbers of small trainers which we are in agreeance with however we believe
we have further claims than those based away from Rutledge's Cutting and that
the final plan should reflect this.
. we request minimal use of the beach at Rutledge's Cutting and the Basin
(maximum of 2 horses per day per trainer) on a year round basis. This would equate to a maximum of 8
horses per day however given our normal activity would be less than this. The beach is absolutely
essential to us from 1 April t hrough to 30 October
Having access to bo·th beaches would allow us to spread our use minimizing any impact upon
the environment . We also request beach use from first light to last light allowing us to keep a healthy

distance from nesting birds by utilizing low tides.
we also request access from the Gorman's
Road car park as the ride to t he Rutledge Cutting car park is along the road verge and close to traffic.
We are aware of the Hooded Plovers nesting habits and agree to ride at the water's edge and to walk
past any fenced nesting areas.
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We note that we have a long history of successful co-existence with the limited number of other beach
users.

Yours sincerely
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From:
Sent: Wednesday, 14 March 2018 3:59 PM
To: ParkPlanMailbox
Cc:
Subject:
Beach training support
Categories:

Red Category

To the manager
parks and planning,
Parks Victoria.
I am writing as an owner of horses that are currently trained in the Warrnambool area . The ongoing
success of the training facilities in this region are strongly linked to the ability for the trainers to use the
beach.
have wonderful memories of
watching the horses on the beach In the early hours.
Warrnambool is a country region and unfortunately country areas are consistently losing a lot of
business to larger metropolitan areas. If horses were not permitted to use the beach in this region I
believe a lot of training facilities would close. Warrnambool has always been synonymous with horse
racing and has a strong tradition which includes the training of thoroughbreds on the beach in the
dunes.
Having the ability to train horses on the dunes at Levy’s beach is vital for the success of horse training in
this country region.
It saddens me that the voice of a few can be louder than the thoughts of the majority.
Yours truly,
Sent from my iPhone
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Manager
Parks Planning
Parks Victoria
Level 10, 535 Bourke St
Melbourne VIC 3000

To whom it may concern,
Re: Warrnambool Beach Training Support Submission
I have seen first-hand what benefits can
be gained from training them in soft sand and walking and swimming them in a protected
bay area!

The horse had bad knees and would break down whilst in training with normal
trackwork.
and still loving training and racing in the dunes and at the
beach, always eager to get on the float

What a great atmosphere/community to
involved with !

A big part of our continued support within the industry relies on what we see as an
ideal way to train horses in a setting that is beneficial to the horse and local community.
If this opportunity was not available, the opportunities for these horses would become
limited, thus there would be potential for them to retire from racing all together. This would
have huge effect on the local horse trainers, horse numbers would decrease as well as
taking away the opportunity for any return to continue to fund future horses to be trained in
the region.
The opportunity to train horses on Levy’s Beach and the dunes is critical for the ongoing
success of horse training in Warrnambool which I am fully supportive of.
Regards and yours sincerely,
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Friday, 9 March 2018
Manager
Parks Planning
Parks Victoria
Level 10, 535 Bourke St
Melbourne VIC 3000
To whom it may concern,
Re: Warrnambool Beach Training Support Submission
As an owner of horses trained in Warrnambool, the opportunities beach training presents as
well as the relaxed country environment the district has to offer is the key reason why I will
continue to support the continuation of horse training in the region.
Beach training not only provides therapeutic effects from the water but also aids
rehabilitation and recovery for joint and soft tissue problems that horses may have. If this
opportunity was not available, the opportunities for many horses would become limited, thus
there would be potential for them to retire from racing all together. This would have a huge
effect on the local horse trainers; horse numbers would decrease as well as taking away the
opportunity for any return to continue to fund future horses to be trained in the region.
The opportunity to train horses on Levy’s Beach and the dunes is critical for the ongoing
success of horse training in Warrnambool, which I am fully supportive of.
Yours sincerely,
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Manager
Parks Planning
Parks Victoria
Level 10, 535 Bourke St
Melbourne VIC 3000

To whom it may concern,
Re: Warrnambool Beach Training Support Submission
As an owner of horse/s trained in Warrnambool, the opportunities beach training presents as
well as the relaxed country environment the district has to offer is the key reason why I will
continue to support the continuation of horse training in the region.
If this opportunity was not available, the opportunities for these horses would become
limited, thus there would be potential for them to retire from racing all together. This would
have huge effect on the local horse trainers, horse numbers would decrease as well as
taking away the opportunity for any return to continue to fund future horses to be trained in
the region.
The opportunity to train horses on Levy’s Beach and the dunes is critical for the ongoing
success of horse training in Warrnambool which I am fully supportive of.
Regards,
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Manager
Parks Planning
Parks Victoria
Level 10, 535 Bourke St
Melbourne VIC 3000

To whom it may concern,
Re: Warrnambool Beach Training Support Submission
As an owner of horse/s trained in Warrnambool, the opportunities beach training presents as
well as the relaxed country environment the district has to offer is the key reason why I will
continue to support the continuation of horse training in the region.

This would never have been possible if not for the facilities of the Warrnambool Beach, he
may very well been retired and lost to the racing game.
If this opportunity was not available, the opportunities for these horses would become
limited, thus there would be potential for them to retire from racing all together. This would
have huge effect on the local horse trainers, horse numbers would decrease as well as
taking away the opportunity for any return to continue to fund future horses to be trained in
the region.
The opportunity to train horses on Levy’s Beach and the dunes is critical for the ongoing
success of horse training in Warrnambool which I am fully supportive of.
Regards,
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Surfrider Foundation Surf Coast Branch

SURFRIDER

Torquay, Vic. 3228
surfcoast@surfrider.org.au

FOUNDATION
SURF COAST BRANCH

201h March, 2018

The Manager, Park Planning,
Parks Victoria,
LevellO, 535 Bourke Street
Melbourne, VIC 3000,
By Email: parkplan@parks.vic.gov.au

Belfast Coastal Reserve Management Plan
Surfrider Foundation Surf Coast Branch Submission
On behalf of our members and supporters we make the following submission. Whilst we are not based in close
proximity to the Belfast Coastal Reserve (the Reserve), we have an active interest in coastal management across
Victoria. Many of our members visit the area and we were asked by concerned locals to examine the proposed
draft Plan and provide input to ensure the proper management of the Reserve.
Our primary concern is the survival of the threatened Hooded Plover and other vulnerable species that use these
beaches, noting that t he Belfast Coastal Reserve has the highest density of Hooded Plover nesting pairs in
Victoria. We are also concerned about access to the beaches and amenity of surfers and beach lovers being
affected by the use by the commercial race horse trainers and other recreational activities such as illegal trail
bikes and Four Wheel Drives.
We comment as follows.
1. General

As stated in the Plan, the majority of public land in the Reserve was set aside for protection of the coastline, to be
managed for conservation, education and compatible recreation. We support much of what the Plan aims to
achieve in order to achieve these objectives. However, commercial activities, in particular horse training, clearly
do not fit within those purposes.
We note the strong support in the previous stage of the consultation for horse training to be banned and believe
that needs to be better reflected in the final plan.
The draft Plan lists many threatened, endangered or vulnerable species as occurring in the area. We believe that
allowing race horses to train in such an area is entirely inconsistent w ith the conservation purposes ofthe
Reserve and reflects a double standard. The threats from horses is mentioned repeatedly throughout the
document butt he plan seems to go out of its way not only to accommodate them, but to extend the area of
reserve they are able to utilise.
We don't have an issue with the original recreational training that was happening before the commercial
racehorse trainers arrived in recent years, but allowing a special interest group to train there, at odds with the
aims of the Reserve does not appear to be sound management.

Surfider Foundation Suri Coast Branch
March 2018
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Horses are not an animal endemic to our beaches, and have been shown to have serious impacts on soils and
vegetation. Racehorses in particular are part of an industry created by a special interest group and should be
trained on tracks created for/by that gro up. We underst and there are training facilities at t he Warrnambool
Racing Club constructed recently at great expense to taxpayers. That is where horses should be trained if they
require resistance t raining.
Restricting horses to t he water's edge and a particu lar time of t he days might sound like a condition t hat protects
shore nesting birds but at high tide, (which occurs at a different time each day), during spring tides and large seas,
the water's edge will be at the back of the beach at the base of the dunes where the birds are nesting. Hooded
Plovers feed at the water's edge so it is simply inevitable t hat the two activities will be in conflict. Newly hatched
Hooded Plover chicks have to find feed for themselves and t his can occur at the water's edge. As the draft Plan
states, chicks can become trapped in hoof prints in the sand which can be quite deep.
2. Planning Issues

The Coastal Management Act 1995 requires that a Coastal Management Plan be consistent with and give effect to
the Victorian Coastal Strategy (VCS). any relevant Coastal Action Plan and any relevant coastal recommendation.
It is therefore concerning that t he draft Plan proposes racehorse training activities which appear wholly
inconsistent with these st atutory documents.
For example, the Warrnambool Coastal Action Plan 1999 has a number of objectives that appear to not be
reflected by commercial horse training within its area of management, as follows:
1. To conserve natural and historic features of local, regional and national significance.
The high number of Hooded Plovers at risk in this Reserve make it a National issue under the EPBC Act.

2. To enhance the quality of life for local residents.
Safety and amenity concerns will impact upon residents and visitors.

3. The community's enjoyment of the natural resources of the coast will not be compromised by the planning
of the city.
Part 5.2.1 To protect environmental values. Recommendation No.4 Designate a Hooded Plover
Protection Zone operational during the breeding season from August to March. Dog's access to
beach areas in the zone is prohibited during breeding season.
Since this CAP has been written, the incidence of horses on the beaches has risen sharply and we
suggest that horses should also be excluded from the above mentioned protection zone.

Part 5. 7.2. To ensure sites of indigenous cultural significance are identified and appropriately
protected.
There are aboriginal middens and other culturally significant sites located in the dunes.

Part 5. 7. 6. To provide for animal exercise areas on the beach that do not impact on the amenity of
the area for non-animal owners.
This objective should not be limited to impacts on people but to other species that use t he BCR.
We are similarly concerned with glaring inconsistencies between t his activity and the intent of t he VCS, Western
Regional Coastal Plan and the originallCC recommendations on which the reserve purposes are based.
The beaches within the BCR are covered by an Environmental Significance Overlay in both the Moyne Shire and
Warrnambool City Planning Schemes, though different provisions apply in each. The Moyne Shire Council
provisions are the stronger of the two as follows :

•
•
•

2

Environmental Objective To Be Achieved: "To protect and enhance flora and fauna habitat of the coast.... "
and
"To protect and enhance the stability and environmental quality of sand dunes......... " and
"To encourage development including infrastructure to locate away from the sea...........".

Surfider Foundation Surf Coast Branch
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•
•
•

•
•

Decision Guidelines: "..... consider as appropriate: The availability of alternative land suitable jar the
proposed development away from the coast. ........" and
"Potential threats to the quality, life cycle processes or functioning ofaquatic and terrestrial ecosystems or
native plant and animal species" and
"Whether the proposal protects and avoids the loss of indigenous native vegetation particularly sensitive
coastal and foreshore vegetation, in particular heath-lands, dune vegetation, saltmarshes and sedges
from clearing, pollution, grazing and trampling" and
'the need for an agreement or a covenant on title to protect significant habitat and whether this should be
a condition of any permit" and
".......... the intent of minimising any visual impact, including views from the water or ocean".

All of the above objectives and statements of intent are manifestly at odds with the commercial training of
racehorses on the beaches. While we would prefer no horses on beaches, we are able to support a compromise
of very low-key and small-scale responsible recreational horse training similar to what has occurred on some
beaches for a long time. However, with commercial training proposed to occur on such a scale, how would the
average beach user know the difference between the two? We believe all horse training on BCR beaches and
within the dunes should be banned as discussed below.
3. Management Zones
At present the plan allows 'historical horse training' in the Conservation Zone at Rutledges Cutting. This appears
to be a double standard and we believe this should be removed.
You are aware that Hooded Plovers nest in both the Conservation Zone and the Conservation and Recreation
Zone, (refer image below). We support the banning of horses in the Conservat ion Area but we believe the whole
Reserve needs to be a Hooded Plover Sanctuary between the start of nesting until when chicks have fledged. At
all other times adopt the current plan except for the historic site at Rutledge's Cutting which should be removed.

J
..
Image 1: Nesting Hooded Plover at Golfies Beach (within the Conservation & Recreation Zone) 2nd Jan 2017

We are supportive of the measures to restrict dogs from the Conservation Zone and to have dogs on leash in the
Conservation and Recreation Zone. The presence of dogs and how they are controlled by their owners needs to
be monitored during the nesting season.

3
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4. Safety
We have concerns about safety of the public when multiple horses are galloping along the beaches at the same
time as they are being used by surfers, walkers, fishers, swimmers, sun bakers and other beach lovers.
If commercial horse training proceeds permanently, we are concerned with regard to occupational health and
safety issues where beaches and dunes might be considered places of work. It might raises issues of who would
be liable should a member of the public be injur ed as a result of race horse training activities.
Will it be practical for trainers to have to keep slowing their horses down every time they are required to observe
the 20m distance from other users of the beach, not to mention critically endangered bird life? How far up the
beach will horses encroach at high tide when passing each other between the water and high water mark? Who
will realistically enforce these things?
It should be noted t hat the City of Onkaparinga (south of Adelaide) say that a safe speed is wal king pace within SO
metres of other beach users http://www.onkaparingacity.com/custom/files/docs/horses on beaches. pdf
5. Licenses
We were very disappointed with the reactive decision for licenses to be issued during the consultation phase
before the management plan was finalised. In our opinion, once the licenses exist the chance of removing the
horse trainers is reduced.
We are very concerned at the Minister's Order enabling the creation of licences in November 2016. This order
implies that there are "special conditions" making the granting of licences reasonable and appropriate. We are
unable to find any such special reasons in this draft Plan or provided as part of the issuing of t hat Order.
We are not supportive of industry self-regulation as proposed and have no confidence that regu lations will be
adhered to or any enforcement action taken. There have been many breaches since the temporary licenses were
granted. We have observed on 2"d January 2017 trainers clearly violating the intent of the licences by training at
The Cutting (refer image below).

Image 2: Illegal horse training at Rutledges Cutting. z nd Jan 2017

The licenses fee does not appear to have any commercial basis, nor does it appear to reflect the ongoing impact
of the activity on the reserve. It does not appear sufficient to support proper monitoring or compliance activities.
If the cost was substantially higher than using the tracks at the Warrnambool Racing Club it would take pressure
off the BCR.
4
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Mills Reef (Golfies) has quite a small carpark. With the current license arrangement, it is proving difficult for the
everyday users to access the carpark when the special interest group horse trainers are also using it. We note that
surfers often seek to access beaches in the morning when winds are more likely to blow offshore and create
favourable conditions.
6. Monitoring
Despite the recognition of the impact of horses and other recreational activity in the reserve, we are unable to
see clear monitoring, reporting or evaluat ion arrangements for these activities. We believe that these activities
require rigorous and independent scrutiny.
We hope that the wishes of the community will be acted upon with revision of the plan to better reflect the
original intent of the Belfast Coastal Reserve and remove key areas of conflict. Thank you for the opportunity to
provide input into this plan.

Yours sincerely,

The Committee
Surfrider Foundation Surf Coast Branch

Protection of Australia's waves and beaches through Conservation, Activism, Research and Education or C.A.R.E.

For more information about Surfrider Foundation Surf Coast Branch please go to:
https://www.facebook. com/Su rfrid erFounda tionSu rfCoa st

For more information about Surfrider Foundation Australia please go to: http://www.surfrider.org.au
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Submission for
Draft Belfast Coastal Reserve Management Plan
About you:
Your name:

______________________________________________________________

Your Organisation (if relevant): ____________________________________________________________
Postcode: 3280______________________________________________________________________
Email or Postal address:

THIS SUBMISSION IS: □ CONFIDENTIAL
Date: March 12 2018

□ NOT CONFIDENTIAL

Your Comments:
Please Note – The following information will be made publically available.
Main reason for interest: Local resident and environmental interest.

How often do you or your organisation use the reserve?
□ Daily □ Weekly □ Monthly □ A couple of times a year

□ Rarely

□ Never

How do you or your organisation mainly use the reserve?
□ Walking or running
□ Dog walking
□ Using the beach (swimming and surfing)
□ Horse riding
□ Horse training
□ Volunteering
□ Camping
□ Hunting
□ Fishing/boating
□ Picnicking
□ Birdwatching
□ Socialising
□ Other (please specify): _________________________________________________________________
Which part(s) of the reserve do you or your organisation most frequently use?
□ West of Killarney (Port Fairy side)
□ Between Killarney and Big Baldy
□ East of Big Baldy (Warrnambool side)
□ Not sure
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About the vision- Belfast Coastal Reserve, 15 years from now…:
How supportive are you of the vision for the Belfast Coastal Reserve?
□ Very supportive
□ Supportive □ Not sure/Don’t know
□ Unsupportive
□ Very supportive

Key management theme #1: Cultural landscape and living heritage
How supportive are you of the strategies for ‘Cultural landscape and living heritage’ included in the draft
management plan?
□ Very supportive
□ Unsupportive

□ Supportive □ Not sure/Don’t know
□ Very supportive

Key management theme #2: Healthy Country
How supportive are you of the strategies for ‘Healthy Country’ included in the draft management plan?
□ Very supportive
□ Unsupportive

□ Supportive □ Not sure/Don’t know
□ Very supportive

Key management theme #3: Recreation and use
How supportive are you of the strategies for ‘Recreation and use’ included in the draft management plan?
□ Very supportive
□ Unsupportive

□ Supportive □ Not sure/Don’t know
□ Very supportive

My comments are in accord with those of BirdLife Australia and the Victorian National Parks
Association.
I am highly supportive of the Draft Management’s approach to set aside the highest value section
of the Reserve as a Conservation Zone, with a focus on protecting the habitat values and
minimising disturbance to breeding birds and roosting and foraging migratory shorebirds.
I do not support commercial horse training in the reserve. This proposal compromises the critical
environmental requirements for this area in the interests of economic gain. There are extreme
risks to threatened species, habitat, cultural heritage sites, and public safety. Under the plan,
commercial racehorse training would rapidly expand to multiple beaches and in sand dunes, with
devastating effects for the nationally threatened hooded plovers—the reserve is its most
important breeding area in the state according to the plan— and other coastal wildlife as well the
safety and enjoyment of families, anglers, surfers and other beachgoers. The stretch of beaches
available to racehorse training would, under the plan, be increased by 250% (from 2 km to 5 km)
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and the number of horses by 400% (from 65 to 256 each day). That represents 25% of the
reserve’s beaches, with nothing in the plan to stop future expansion.
The draft plan would allow racehorses back into 750 metres of fragile dunes behind Levy’s Beach
and at Hoon Hill, where in the past they have caused severe dune erosion. The plan even
recommends racehorse training within the Conservation Zone at Rutledge’s Cutting. As the most
significant area for Hooded Plover nesting, that is inexcusable.
Many times, the draft plan refers to damage caused by racehorses but fails to explain how
increasing the area available to them by 250% will mitigate these impacts. Worse still, the plan’s
risk assessment reveals that management won’t make any difference. Before management, the
risk to coastal dune vegetation, cultural heritage, resident and migratory shorebirds from
racehorse training is rated ‘Extreme’. After management is introduced? The rating remains—
Extreme!

Key management theme #4: Managing in partnership
How supportive are you of the strategies for ‘Managing in partnership’ included in the draft management
plan?
□ Very supportive
□ Unsupportive

□ Supportive □ Not sure/Don’t know
□ Very supportive

Key management theme #5: Research and monitoring
How supportive are you of the strategies for ‘Research and monitoring’ included in the draft management
plan?
□ Very supportive
□ Unsupportive

□ Supportive □ Not sure/Don’t know
□ Very supportive
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Thursday, 8 March 2018

Manager
Parks Planning
Parks Victoria
Level10, 535 Bourke St
Melbourne VIC 3000

To whom it may concern,

Re: Warmambool Beach Training Support Submission

As a current member of the Warrnambool Racing Club, this letter is written to provide my
support to the continuation of Beach training in Warrnambool.
I am very proud of the fact we have the beaches to offer this unique horse training
opportunity, this for certain provides significant positive economic benefits to our local
community, and employs many passionate people.

Warrnambool is famous for its beach horse training and it is a very important part of the
success of the racing industry in the western district.
What we have is unique and something our community is proud of, as a
supportive of the continuation of horse training on our local beaches.
Regards,

resu~

I am fully
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Submission template for
Draft Belfast Coastal Reserve Management Plan
About you:
Your name:
Your Organisation (if relevant):
__n/a__________________________________________________________
Postcode:
_3280______________________________________________________________________________
Email or Postal address:

THIS SUBMISSION IS: □ CONFIDENTIAL

_20/2/18_________

□Y NOT CONFIDENTIAL

Date:

Your Comments:
Please Note – The following information will be made publically available.

Main reason for interest: (such as local resident, visitor to parks, tourism operator, environmental interest,
business operator, education interest, scientific interest)
Resident of Warrnambool,
Visitor to
parks, environmental interest, artistic interest, cultural interest.

How often do you or your organisation use the reserve?
□ Daily □Y Weekly □ Monthly □ A couple of times a year

□ Rarely

□ Never

How do you or your organisation mainly use the reserve?
□ Y Walking or running
□ Dog walking□ Y Using the beach (swimming and surfing)
□ Horse riding
□ Horse training
□ Volunteering
□ Camping
□ Hunting
□ Fishing/boating
□ Y Picnicking
□ Y Birdwatching
□ Y Socialising
□ Y Other (please specify): art- sketching, painting etc__ for example, there is an exhibition of
printmaking featuring migratory shorebirds in October
2018._______________________________________________________________
Which part(s) of the reserve do you or your organisation most frequently use?
□ y West of Killarney (Port Fairy side)
□ yBetween Killarney and Big Baldy
□ y East of Big Baldy (Warrnambool side)
□ Not sure
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About the vision- Belfast Coastal Reserve, 15 years from now…:
How supportive are you of the vision for the Belfast Coastal Reserve?
□ Very supportive
□ y Supportive □ Not sure/Don’t know
□ Unsupportive
□ Very supportive
Comments: (Your submission can be as short or long as you wish. Put comments under relevant headings
corresponding to plan sections or strategies, noting page and paragraph numbers. Attach more pages if
required).
I don’t believe commercial horse training in ANY form should be allowed in the reserve. It is public land,
and no private business of any type should be able to use it in such a way that there MAY be negative
impact.
I refer you to multiple inputs from BirdLife Australia- regarding the commercial scale of training along any
beach/costal environment. Please refer to the letter to the editor of ‘The Standard’ Saturday 12 February,
from the Manager of BirdLife Australia’s Hooded Plover conservation project, Grainne
Maguire. http://www.standard.net.au/story/5230215/letters-to-the-editor-february-16/?cs=77. I do hope
you have attained all past letters to the editor regarding this reserve, and the commercial training of
racehorses on our beaches. In particular I recall a letter from BirdLife Australia spelling out reasons for the
opinion that any form of frequent use of beach/coastal areas by horses WILL cause destruction, and is not
compatible with preservation of any of the bird species needing protection at these sites.
I believe it is impossible for the coastal environment to be maintained (or improved) while allowing large
hooved animals to regularly walk/run there.
The days of a handful of horses only, using the beach several times a week, are over. Nostalgia for this, and
perhaps the association of local beaches with successful horses (eg Melbourne cup and other winners) is
not a reason for allowing the practice of commercial training to continue on any coastal areas.
There has been a large amount of controversy created by horses training in these areas, and conflicting
reports of things that have occurred. There is no doubt that destruction of habitat, and danger to people
using the reserve, has occurred. There should be ample evidence of this already submitted during the
community consultation process.
I call on the government to take very seriously the threats to the hooded plover and other birds. It is
important to note that the critically endangered Orange Bellied Parrot has been found in this region, and
important habitat exists there. And that if there is any chance of the allowing commercial scale horse
training causing damage to these birds, their habitat, or any other aspect of the environment- it shold NOT
be allowed. Not to mention the danger to other users of the Conservation and recreation zoned lands.
In any decision making please err on the side of our environment, for the benefit of all of us, rather than
for the financial benefit of a few.
These lands are zoned appropriately, and large scale commercial operations in them are not compatable
with planning guidelines.
I am very disillusioned by government & local councils, and their ability or desire to do what is best for the
environment and public. My experience is that big business/powerful people eventually always get their
way. I do not see a sustainable way of having a licencing system that would appropriately control
commercial training. I am only submitting this because of the article published in ‘The Standard’
Newspaper Saturday Feb 12, where Minister Lily D’Ambrosis called for submissions to ensure getting the
balance right. Her quoted remarks made me think it might be worthwhile to submit.
I don’t see why the commercial racing industry can’t build their own facility that includes sand track/s and
swimming pools, specifically set up for horses. For example this could happen in the centre of
Warrnambool Race course.
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If the government proposes to allow commercial horse training- how will the reserve be protected from
changes to the licencing system in future that escalate the training volume and areas? I don’t think this is
possible.
The Merri Wetlands abut the coastal reserve at Levy’s Beach, and there are seasonal wetlands all along this
coastal trough between Warrnambool and Pt Fairy. These wetlands are listed as Nationally Significant, and
again- commercial scale horse training is not compatable with these wetlands, or their zoning.
I also want to raise the issue of cultural heritage of the area. One area of the significant wetland areas,
close to ‘the cutting’ are known as Tarerer lands, and it is vital these lands are not negatively impacted.
She had found very significant cultural heritage sites which she told me would rival and likely
surpass Lake Condah for its significance. She kept the exact location secret,
The Minister could get in contact with
her for more information if wanted.
I ask that you put the benefit of public conservation and recreation zones to all people, and creatures,
above the financial interests of a few. Thank you.
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Key management theme #1: Cultural landscape and living heritage
How supportive are you of the strategies for ‘Cultural landscape and living heritage’ included in the draft
management plan?
□ Very supportive
□ Unsupportive

□ Supportive □ Not sure/Don’t know
□ Very supportive

Comments: (Your submission can be as short or long as you wish. Put comments under relevant headings
corresponding to plan sections or strategies, noting page and paragraph numbers. Attach more pages if
required).
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Key management theme #2: Healthy Country
How supportive are you of the strategies for ‘Healthy Country’ included in the draft management plan?
□ Very supportive
□ Unsupportive

□ Supportive □ Not sure/Don’t know
□ Very supportive

Comments: (Your submission can be as short or long as you wish. Put comments under relevant headings
corresponding to plan sections or strategies, noting page and paragraph numbers. Attach more pages if
required).
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Key management theme #3: Recreation and use
How supportive are you of the strategies for ‘Recreation and use’ included in the draft management plan?
□ Very supportive
□ Unsupportive

□ Supportive □ Not sure/Don’t know
□ Very supportive

Comments: (Your submission can be as short or long as you wish. Put comments under relevant headings
corresponding to plan sections or strategies, noting page and paragraph numbers. Attach more pages if
required).
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Key management theme #4: Managing in partnership
How supportive are you of the strategies for ‘Managing in partnership’ included in the draft management
plan?
□ Very supportive
□ Unsupportive

□ Supportive □ Not sure/Don’t know
□ Very supportive

Comments: (Your submission can be as short or long as you wish. Put comments under relevant headings
corresponding to plan sections or strategies, noting page and paragraph numbers. Attach more pages if
required).
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Key management theme #5: Research and monitoring
How supportive are you of the strategies for ‘Research and monitoring’ included in the draft management
plan?
□ Very supportive
□ Unsupportive

□ Supportive □ Not sure/Don’t know
□ Very supportive

Comments: (Your submission can be as short or long as you wish. Put comments under relevant headings
corresponding to plan sections or strategies, noting page and paragraph numbers. Attach more pages if
required).
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Friday, 2 March 2018

Manager
Parks Planning
Parks Victoria
Level10, 535 Bourke St
Melbourne VIC 3000
To whom it may concern,

Re: Warrnambool Beach Training Support Submission
As a current member of the Warrnambool Racing Club, this letter is written to provide my
support to the continuation of Beach training in Warrnambool.
I am very proud of the fact we have the beaches to offer this unique horse training
opportunity, this for certain provides significant positive economic benefits to our local
community, and employs many passionate people.

Proper beach access for horse provides longevity for their careers, better outcomes for
riders (it's safer than circular tracks) and provides valuable income for the town employing
hundreds of locals.
Warrnambool needs a viable long term plan for the beaches and its training facilities to
support its local horse population.
Regards,
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From:
Sent: Friday, 16 March 2018 4:03 PM
To: ParkPlanMailbox
Subject:
Belfast coastal reserve
Categories:

Red Category

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed changes in the draft plan for the Belfast
Coastal Reserve.
have regularly used the
Armstrong Bay area for exercise and relaxation. We also had two dogs for much of this period who also
loved this beach area. During this time it was rare to see more than the occasional other person on the
beach when we were there. The people we did see were generally local people or fishermen as the area
is quite isolated and does not attract more than a handful of tourists.
For this reason, I find that comparisons with the Mornington Peninsular National Park are somewhat
stretched. Mornington Peninsular is very residential and not far from millions of people living in
Melbourne proper. It is also a popular tourist destination. For this reason, many of the people using the
Mornington Peninsular do not have the vested interest and feeling of “ownership” that the locals in the
Belfast Area do.
Last Monday, Labour day Holiday and the final day of the Port Fairy Folk Festival, I walked from Towilla
Way Carpark to just past the Basin Access and back. I had my camera and a rubbish bag (as do many of
the locals while walking the beach). In a 90 minute walk, in one of the most used areas of the Reserve, I
saw two groups of two people (fishermen at the basin and a couple at the Towilla Way beach entrance. I
picked up a plastic spoon, 2 napkins and a bottle top at the basin area (nothing at all in the 2km to and
from the basin) and saw evidence of 2 horses, a dog and 2-3 people all walking close to the water level
(it was low tide). This, I think, represents a typical experience.
The people of the Belfast Coastal Reserve area have looked after this area for years. They have
maintained a safe access to the dunes from Towilla Way, have kept a close eye on the wildlife and
helped to protect the hooded plover population, have advised the authorities of sick or injured wildlife
and have kept the beach immaculately. We have followed directions in relation to control of dogs in
hooded plover areas and ridden our horses close to the water level. We have been directly involved in
making this area the most successful hooded plover conservation area in Victoria WITHOUT onerous
restrictions being placed on our beach usage and lifestyle.
We feel quite insulted by any suggestion that we and our community may be penalised by this
government after the very successful and voluntary efforts we have made over many years. We feel that
a classification of our area of the reserve would be just as well served with a conservation/recreation
classification with a few simple clarifications in relation to dogs on leashes within say 200m of hooded
plover nesting areas during nesting season, some restrictions on dune access in sensitive areas,
adequate signage and designated tracks through limited areas of the dunes.
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From:
Sent: Tuesday, 13 March 2018 12:21 PM
To: ParkPlanMailbox
Subject:
belfast coastal plan
Categories:

Red Category

To Whom it may concern
During that time I have been a keen windsurfer, snorkeler diver and surfer
I have already put in a submission regarding my opposition to the commercial horse trainers being
granted permission to use our beaches for their training purposes.
My other concern is that access to some of my favourite sections of the coast will be too severely
restricted.
The current draft management plan seeks to create a conservation zone all along the Armstrong Bay
beaches in South West Victoria. This conservation zone will have a huge, detrimental impact on our
recreational choices, now and into the future, due to restriction of access to waterways.
These beach accesses are primary tracks that should remain open. These give access to the ocean and
consequently support our recreational activities of snorkeling and Scuba diving.
Access to Pelicans (Long reef) has always been available from a primary track accessed from a small car
park located off the Basin road. This path is still reasonably well defined with some parts having
duckboards covering sandy areas. The car park used to have approximately five parks that were
generally sufficient for the usage. This car park has now been partially overgrown with coastal wattle,
not native to this area, and marram grass. This has reduced parking capacity. This path is important to
snorkelers in full wet suits carrying weight belts and is the closest direct path to the Long Reef. Access
along the beach from the Basin car park or Killarney boat ramp car park is a considerably longer
distance.
This is an existing primary track. It does not have high usage but its continued existence does provide
support for the goal stated above. Having a single defined track does reduce impact on the
environment. I am a responsible and law abiding community member and have previously volunteered
in helping clean our beaches of rubbish including the recent “nurdles” and would be happy to assist
Parks Vic. to clear vegetation that has grown over the car park area.
The access tracks to the beach from Gormans Lane and Towilla Way also provide access to the ocean for
snorkeling and scuba diving. These tracks have limited use from people participating in diving activities
but have greater usage from recreational horse and dog walkers. These primary access tracks should be
maintained.
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From:
Sent: Tuesday, 6 March 2018 1:10 PM
To: ParkPlanMailbox
Subject:
Draft Belfast Coastal Reserve Management Plan
Categories:

Red Category

Submission template for
Draft Belfast Coastal Reserve Management Plan
About you:
Your name:
Your Organisation (if relevant):
____________________________________________________________
Postcode:
____3280___________________________________________________________________________
Email or Postal address:
_____
__________________________________________________________
____
THIS SUBMISSION IS: ? NOT CONFIDENTIAL Date: 7/3/2018
Your Comments:
Please Note – The following information will be made
publically available.
Main reason for interest: (such as local resident, visitor to parks, tourism operator, environmental
interest, business operator, education interest, scientific interest)
Recreation and use: Windsurfing , Kitesurfing, surfing
How often do you or your organisation use the reserve?
? Daily
How do you or your organisation mainly use the reserve?
? Walking or running ? Dog walking ? Using the beach (swimming and surfing)
? Horse riding ? Horse training ? Volunteering
? Camping ? Hunting ? Fishing/boating
? Picnicking ? Birdwatching ? Socialising
? Other (please specify): windsurfing, surfing
Which part(s) of the reserve do you or your organisation most frequently use?
? West of Killarney (Port Fairy side) ?
About the vision- Belfast Coastal Reserve, 15 years from
now…:
How supportive are you of the vision for the Belfast Coastal Reserve?
? Very unsupportive
Comments: (Your submission can be as short or long as you wish. Put comments under relevant headings
corresponding to plan sections or strategies, noting page and paragraph numbers. Attach more pages if
required).
During that time I have been a keen windsurfer, diver and surfer
Although I have numerous concerns about the proposed changes I will address the one I see as the most
important. I strongly object to the granting of permission for commercial trainers to use our beaches for
their horse training. I surf or windsurf in the sea often using the “Golfies” car park as an access point. On
average I would use it three to four days a week.
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Problems with commercial horse training.
?? The horses
arrive in heavy purpose built trucks that have cracked the natural crust of the
car park and the subsequent increase in soft sand has reduced the available parking space to less than
half what it was a year ago.
?? The horse truck(s), their support vehicles and the car(s) of supervising parks officers and occasional
private monitors or protesters have made it difficult to for the general public to access the car park.
?? The reduced turning circle of the park leads to vehicles being regularly forced to reverse up the car
park’s hill posing a high risk of accident with another vehicle entering the area.
?? Horse manure in the car park cannot totally be cleaned up. The remnants of it, horse urine and sweat
from washing them down has contributed to an unpleasant odour. Last summer was the worst for flies
This could well be related to the increase in horse usage.
?? Golfies is used all year by fishermen, surfers, families, stand up paddle boarders, dog walkers
windsurfers and kite boarders. This is a great spot to relax and important for the mental health of many
users. There has recently been increased tension and ill feeling between the horse staff and other
members of the general public creating stress on both sides.
?? Kites and windsurf sails spook horses. This has occurred both on the beach and in the car park. Mixing
this variety of users creates a high risk of injury.
?? The horse riders do not always stay within the limits of their permit. I have personally seen them go
beyond their restricted area. Parks officers monitor them. The officers are thus not engaged in more
traditional duties. It seems a poor use of their limited resources and budget.
?? The trampling of many horses regularly on a beach will have effects on the environment. There is a
whole ecosystem that is being interfered with from the bacteria, worms, sand hoppers, various bird
species, and so on up the food chain. It is arrogant and foolish for anyone to say no ill effects will result
from this impact on the environment.
What I would like to happen
If commercial horse racing from the large stables were banned completely there would be no need to
make any other changes from what was in place before this proposal was submitted. This would be my
preferred option and I believe most locals would be content with this scenario. The worst thing for us as
surfers and windsurfers would be for Golfie’s car park to be shut down.
If for some reason the commercial trainers have to be bowed to, then it would be more logical to have
only one area to supervise. As mentioned above this would lead to more efficient use of Park’s
resources as well as restrict the damage the horses can do to a single area. The Levi’s beach area would
be less of a safety concern for the mixing of the general public and the horses.
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From:
Sent:
Friday, 9 March 2018 7:47 PM
To: ParkPlanMailbox
Subject: No to race horses on the beach
Categories:

Red Category

the Belfast Coastal Reserve:
Please stop the commercial use of this reserve, by race horses or any other commercial
"entertainment" for humans.
Nature is NOT a "resource" and source of "service" to humans.
What will you do when human & business "survival" has been used to justify the destruction of the very
viability of our means of basic life?? And our ecosystems collapse?
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Tuesday, 13 March 2018

Manager
Parks Planning
Parks Victoria
Level 10, 535 Bourke St
Melbourne VIC 3000

To whom it may concern,

Re: Warrnambool Beach Training Support Submission

As an owner of horse/s trained in Warrnambool, the opportunities beach training presents as
well as the relaxed country environment the district has to offer is the key reason why I will
continue to support the continuation of horse training in the region.

If this opportunity was not available, the opportunities for these horses would become limited,
thus there would be potential for them to retire from racing all together. This would have huge
effect on the local horse trainers, horse numbers would decrease as well as taking away the
opportunity for any return to continue to fund future horses to be trained in the region.
The opportunity to train horses on Levy's Beach and the dunes is critical for the ongoing
success of horse training in Warrnambool which I fully support.
Regards,
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Wednesday, 14 March 2018

Manager
Parks Planning
Parks Victoria
Level 10, 535 Bourke St
Melbourne VIC 3000

To whom it may concern,

Re: Warrnambool Beach Training Support Submission

As an owner of horses trained in Warrnambool, the opportunities beach training presents as
well as the relaxed country environment the district has to offer is the key reason why I will
continue to support the continuation of horse training in the region.
They are trained by a local trainer
and race at the local track. Nothing gives me more pleasure than seeing them swimming at
the beach or training on the sand. I also get satisfaction from my contribution to the economy
knowing that the ownership fees I pay are being used to employ local trainers, riders, vets and
a wide range of people associated with the local racing industry.
If this opportunity was not available, the opportunities for these horses would become limited,
thus there would be potential for them to retire from racing all together. This would have huge
effect on the local horse trainers, horse numbers would decrease as well as taking away the
opportunity for any return to continue to fund future horses to be trained in the region.
The opportunity to train horses on Levy's Beach and the dunes is critical for the ongoing
success ofA'lorse trainina in Warrnambool which I am fully supportive of.
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Manager
Parks Planning
Parks Victoria
Level 10, 535 Bourke St
Melbourne VIC 3000

To whom it may concern,

Re: Warrnambool Beach Training Support Submission
As a current member of the Warrnambool Racing Club, this letter is written to provide my
support to the continuation of Beach training in Warrnambool.
I am very proud of the fact Warrnambool has the beaches to offer this unique horse training
opportunity, this for certain provides significant positive economic benefits to the local
community, and employs many passionate people.
Warrnambool to enjoy the beaches and the races. The
combination of these training activities is a major attraction for Warrnambool and should be
continued.
What we have is unique and something the community is proud of, as a result I am fully
supportive of the continuation of horse training on local beaches.
Regards,
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From:
Sent: Tuesday, 13 March 2018 4:55 PM
To: ParkPlanMailbox
Subject:
Warrnambool Beach Access for Horses
Categories:

Red Category

To Whom it may concern,
As an owner of horse/s trained in Warrnambool, the opportunities beach training presents as well as the
relaxed country environment the district has to offer is the key reason why I will continue to support the
continuation of horse training in the region.

If this opportunity was not available, the opportunities for these horses would become limited, thus there
would be potential for them to retire from racing all together. This would have huge effect on the local horse
trainers, horse numbers would decrease as well as taking away the opportunity for any return to continue to
fund future horses to be trained in the region.
The opportunity to train horses on Levy’s Beach and the dunes is critical for the ongoing success of horse
training in Warrnambool which I am fully supportive of.
Regards,
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Wednesday, 14 March 2018

Manager
Parks Planning
Parks Victoria
Level 10, 535 Bourke St
Melbourne VIC 3000

To whom it may concern,

Re: Warrnambool Beach Training Support Submission

As an owner of a horse trained in Warrnambool, the opportunities beach training presents as
well as the relaxed country environment the district has to offer is the key reason why I will
continue to support the continuation of horse training in the region.

If this opportunity was not available, the opportunities for our horse and other horses alike
would become limited, thus there would be potential for them to retire from racing all together.
This would have huge effect on the local horse trainers, horse numbers would decrease as
well as taking away the opportunity for any return to continue to fund future horses to be
trained in the region.

The opportunity to train horses on Levy's Beach
and the dunes is critical for the ongoing success of horse training in Warrnambool which I am
fully supportive of.
ReQards,
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SUBMISSION FOR THE BELFAST COASTAL RESERVE DRAFT MANAGEMENT
PLAN
This draft plan was prepared with a very limited contribution from the local
community. Government Departments, the Aboriginal community and the
racing industry prepared this draft. Local interests such as the recreational
sports groups, the fishing industry, conservation groups, Birds Victoria were
not consulted.
The obvious aim was to put an emphasis on the racing industry thereby
making this draft plan severely compromised.
This document has been dressed up as a conservation plan to ‘protect’ this
precious coastline. However it is an oxymoron to have a ‘conservation’ area
that allows the training of race horses. Even the local child on her pony is not
allowed in this area YET race horses are allowed in.
The argument that there is an ‘historical’ right to use the beach going back 70
years has a precedent in the high country in North East Victoria where cattle
were put out to graze over summer in a very vulnerable landscape. After much
protest it was decided that their ‘right’ was now over. Times have changed, our
landscape is under greater pressure and we need to take note of that and
adapt our practices. That is also the case here.
The conservation area to protect our endangered birds, to protect the ancient
aboriginal artefacts and heritage is to be applauded, so to have the racing
industry pounding those very same beaches from Port Fairy to Warrnambool is
a nonsense. We should be promoting the aboriginal history of this area and
celebrating it, not dismissing it so carelessly. This could be a tourist drawcard.
Arguments on the amount of money the racing industry brings to the South
West, and linking it to access to our public beaches is spurious at its best and at
its worst downright misleading. If all race horses were banned from our
beaches forthwith there would be no measurable difference in the amount of
money coming into this area from racing. The racing industry will not shut
down if they were banned from our beaches.
Other successful race horse trainers such as the
have
built their own facilities and are hugely successful. Also the taxpayer has
contributed to an upgrade of facilities here. Can we get that money back?
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The recreational use of these beautiful beaches I believe has been
underplayed. The tourist industry in Warrnambool and Port Fairy is huge and
the amount of money it brings into the district has not been mentioned in this
draft. The pleasure visitors and locals get from strolling these beaches, fishing,
surfing and walking their dogs is immeasurable. Yet to find race horses coming
toward you can be alarming and sometimes distressing. To see horses being
loaded into floats and trucks with surfers and dog walkers all in the mix is a
recipe for disaster. Our beaches are a public area open to all, and yet here we
have a commercial enterprise using our space for commercial gain, with huge
possible dire consequences for our endangered birds and the vulnerable dunes
in a time of global warming.
The restriction of dogs in areas of breeding birds is to be applauded, yet we see
this is a year round restriction when the Hooded Plovers are not breeding and
the migratory waders have gone, and the orange bellied parrot is in the dunes.
Also in winter the tides are higher and the dunes are at their most vulnerable,
yet you will allow horses to still pound the beaches at the high tide mark which
is often right at the base of the dunes.
Above all, who is going to oversee the use of the beaches by the racing
industry? It is all very well having restrictions but if they are not policed it is a
waste of time. This last summer rules were not observed by some trainers.
There have been some unpleasant encounters with angry trainers and dubious
hangers-on who feel they have every right to do as they please.
We submit that this draft urgently needs to be re written.
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MINISTERS OFFICE

Geelong Environment Council Letter to Premier Daniel
Andrews opposing Racehorse Training on Victorian beaches.
Dear Premier,
Licence fo r Racehorse Trainng on Belfast and adjacent beache is opposed by the
Geclong Environment Council (GEC) for the following reasons..

The licence for 50 horses to train on a daily basis on the beach results in the vi rtual
privatization of public land and the loss of a valued environmental and recreational asset.
The community looks to Government to protect our precious coastline, beaches and
dunes from inappropriate use and to protect these areas for conservation values and
recreation; the type which does not impact on passive users. Th is decision by DE.l"WP
sends a message that our public beaches are avai !able for money for restrictive uses,
causing extreme publ ic inconvenience and loss of amenity and environmental damage.
Both the former Land Conservation Counci l and the Western Coastal Board have
supported the passive use of th ese beaches for public enjoyment and ecological
protection.
It appears to the public that the horses hold priority above that of the threatened Hooded
Plovers, known to nest on these beaches and to have suffered several losses of young this
season.
Pollution of the water, dunes and tl·.~ soft sands from horse manure and urine is
unacceptable and has the potential to change the ecological values of the in-shore areas.
The passage of horses through the dunes presents a further hazard to the environment.
We understand that the Warrnambool Racing Club has received significant fu nds for a
horse training area. GEC urgent ly requests that your Government ceases thtllict:uce for
training on these beaches which clearly has the potential to destroy one of Victoria's
valuable assets. Training must be carried out on a site other than a public beach.
Were the requirements of the Coastal Management Act followed in this application, and
was due consideration given to the breeding areas of the Hooded Plover?
RECEiVED DEL.WP

Sincerely
for GEC Comm ittee

-7 MAR 2J13
MINISTERIAl SERVICES

Cc Minister Lily D'Ambrosio
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<INSERT WRC MEMBERS LETTER
HEAD, PERSONAL DETAILS AND/OR
LOGO>

Manager
Parks Planning
Parks Victoria
Level 10, 535 Bourke St
Melbourne VIC 3000

To whom it may concern,

Re: Warrnambool Beach Training Support Submission
As a current member of the Warrnambool Racing Club, this letter is written to provide my
support to the continuation of Beach training in Warrnambool.
I am very proud of the fact we have the beaches to offer this unique horse training opportunity,
this for certain provides significant positive economic benefits to our local community, and
employs many passionate people.
When I walk on the beach path in the morning there appears to be no people using the beach,
so I am unsure as to why this is an issue in any case.
What we have is unique and something our community is proud of, as a result I am fully
supportive of the continuation of horse training on our local beaches.
Regards,
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Thursday, 8 March 2018

Manager
Parks Planning
Parks Victoria
Level 10, 535 Bourke St
Melbourne VIC 3000

To whom it may concern,

Re: Warrnambool Beach Training Support Submission
As an owner of horse/strained in Warrnambool, the opportunities beach training presents as
well as the relaxed country environment the district has to offer is the key reason why I will
continue to support the continuation of horse training in the region.
If this opportunity was not available, the opportunities for these horses would become limited,
th•As there would be potential for them to retire from racing all together. This would have huge
etfect on the local horse trainers, horse numbers would decrease as well as taking away the
Oboortunity for any return to continue to fund future horses to be trained in the region.
ThA nnportunity to train horses on Levy's Beach and the dunes is critical for the ongoing
success of horse training in Warrnambool which I am fully supportive of.
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Tuesday, 13 March 2018

Manager
Parks Planning
Parks Victoria
Level 10, 535 Bourke St
Melbourne VIC 3000

To whom it may concern,

Re: Warrnambool Beach Training Support Submission

I am a part owner of a horse trainee

I have long believed that training work done on beach sand is particularly good at
strengthening and conditioning horse§. The famous running coach, Percy Cerutty,
used to train athletes such as Herb Elliot, down at Portsea in the same way!
It is for this reason that I chose a Warrnambool trainer for my horse.
The opportunity to train horses on Levy's Beach and the dunes is critical for the
ongoing success of horse training in Warrnambool.
I fear that closing this option down will eventually lead to a gradual reduction in
training in the area with an inevitable loss of jobs.
Regards,
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Manager
Parks Planning
Parks Victoria
Level 10, 535 Bourke St
Melbourne VIC 3000

To whom it may concern,
Re: Warrnambool Beach Training Support Submission
As an owner of a horse trained
please give them access to the beach.
our horse to Warrnambool ONLY because of the beach access

Training in Warrnambool which I am fully supportive of can only be good for Warrnambool
Kind Regards,
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From:
Sent:
Monday, 5 March 2018 3:20 PM
To: ParkPlanMailbox
Subject: Belfast Coastal Reserve Management Plan
Categories:

Red Category

To whom it may concern
I recently emailed a submission regarding the above plan. Unfortunately, I somehow sent it
before I had finished so may I add the following?
Dog Walking
I strongly support the prohibition of dogs in the Conservation Zone. Whilst I am personally
against it, I will support the off-leash dog beach proposal on condition that dogs are still under
control. I support the creation of dog walking tracks between golf course access and Killarney
campground. I would like to see more education for dog owners such as picking up and
disposing correctly of dog droppings and not allowing dogs to pester other people in the
reserve. There should be close monitoring as was done in Mornington Peninsular Park and if
there is still detrimental effects on Hooded Plovers and other beach nesting birds then dogs
should be banned.
Key Management Theme #4 Managing in Partnership.
I strongly support coordinated management of the reserve however I do not believe it would be
efficient to have fragmented management. The reserve should be declared National Park and
managed by Parks Victoria. The park should have appropriate funding.
The 5 and 10 year reviews are too long a time frame for some of the proposals, they should be
one or two year reviews.
Key Management Theme #5 Research and Monitoring.
I strongly support this chapter with the above comment regarding time frame. I would also
point out that there has been sufficient monitoring regarding the damage that horses do and so
commercial racehorse training should cease immediately.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment
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Re: Belfast Bay Coastal Reserve Draft Management Plan.

The Friends of Shorebirds SE (FoSSE) appreciates the opportunity to make the following comments on the Belfast Coastal
Reserve Draft Management Plan.
Although FoSSE is based in the South East of South Australia, the group has been involved in shorebird activities in the Port
Fairy area, working with like minded local groups. We also have a connection with Port Fairy as a Hooded Plover which was
caught, banded and leg-flagged as a chick near the abalone farm, later moved to the Port MacDonnell area and has
successfully bred here.
FoSSE wishes to support the Draft Management Plan’s recommendation to categorise the high value sector of reserve as a
Conservation Zone, concentrating on protecting habitat values and minimising disturbance to beach nesting and migratory
shorebirds, for which this area is particularly valuable. There are 28 known Hooded Plover, plus numerous Red-capped Plover
and Australian Pied Oystercatcher breeding sites within the proposed Conservation Zone, and it is an internationally or
nationally significant area for Sanderling, Sharp-tailed Sandpiper, Ruddy Turnstone and Double-banded Plover. In addition, the
Reserve is used by ten other threatened species.
Threats faced by beach nesting birds in particular are increasing at an exponential rate. With increasing human population, and
more recreational use of our beaches, it is rapidly becoming more and more difficult for these species to successfully breed.
Monitoring by BirdLife Australia has shown that the Hooded Plover breeding success rates are failing to maintain the
population trajectory over time. Given that the reserve contains the largest population density of breeding Hooded Plover in
their entire eastern range it is imperative that all possible efforts be undertaken to increase the breeding success rate. Much
effort has been made in other areas to mitigate threats to the species elsewhere, it seems paradoxical that threats such as
commercial race horse training, off-leash dogs and trail bikes are allowed to go unabated in this most important area.
It is because of the above that FoSSE is highly critical of the proposal to allow commercial race horse training within the
reserve, including the absurd proposal to allow this activity within the Conservation Zone. Throughout the draft plan, reference
is made to the significant damage caused by race horse training, however the plan fails to address how this damage will be
lessened by massively increasing the available area and horse numbers. The draft plan even allows race horses to use the
fragile dune area behind Levy’s Beach and the perhaps appropriately named Hoon Hill, where they have caused significant
dune erosion in the past! The draft plan’s Risk Assessment (p. 29) exposes the fact that proposed management plan will not
reduce the “extreme” risk (p. 29) posed by this commercial activity. The plan also neglects to list race horse training in the
‘Habitat Protection Strategies’ table (p. 32), even though the plans categorises the threat as “Extreme”. Given that a $1.2
million synthetic sand track is available for commercial horse training it makes no sense to allow this highly damaging
commercial activity, which poses extreme risks to habitat, threated species and public safety, to occur within the Conservation
Zone or indeed the reserve as a whole.
FoSSE supports the goal of the draft plan to restrict dogs in high value habitat areas. Areas of high conservation value,
particularly for beach nesting birds, should be dog and horse free zones. Designating these beaches as dog and horse free
zones would still leave 57% of the Reserve available for dogs (both as off-leash and on-leash areas) and recreational horse
riding under a permit system. The creation of dog free zones would also allow baiting for fox control to occur, something which
cannot be done where dogs are permitted, either on or off-leash. We also support the proposed designated off-leash dog
beach (p. 49). The proposal to establish dog on-leash only areas must however must be backed up by sufficient resources to
enforce regulations. Studies at other sites where on-leash only regulations exist show that such regulations are generally
ignored by most dog walkers.
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The statement in the draft plan “there are however mixed opinions in the community about the ongoing impact of dogs and
horses in the Reserve” is unfortunate. It may be that emotive opinions are mixed; however, all available scientific information
proves that dogs and horses do have an adverse impact. This is a fact which is simply undeniable, not an opinion.
The Vision Statement (Belfast Coastal Reserve, 15 years from now) is generally supported, however, the statement that “the
location, timing and intensity of activities such as horse riding has been managed to avoid conflicts between uses, and to
reduce the risk of damage to the environment and cultural sites” is definitely not supported. Given the sensitive nature of the
habitat and the birds within the Reserve, horse riding, and more particularly commercial race horse training, which
interestingly is not mentioned in the above statement, does not belong in the reserve. The Vision Statement also refers to
“migratory birds that breed and feed here”. Migratory birds do not breed in Australia.
FoSSE believes that is essential that proper zoning and regulation of recreational activities are implemented, that commercial
race horse training is ceased, and that sufficient funds be made available to enforce these regulations, alleviate predator
impacts and conduct appropriate public education, monitoring and research. With these steps a balance of conservation and
recreation can be achieved and a more productive future for the birds of the reserve could be guaranteed.

Friends of Shorebirds SE

8 March 2018
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From:
Sent: Friday, 9 March 2018 12:40 PM
To: ParkPlanMailbox
Subject:
Belfast Coastal Reserve Submission
Categories:

Red Category

Draft Belfast Coastal Reserve Management Plan
- Postcode: 3088 - Email:
THIS SUBMISSION IS: NOT CONFIDENTIAL
Date: 09/03/2018
Main reason for interest: Environmental & Conservation interest
About the vision- Belfast Coastal Reserve, 15 years from now…: (page 7)
How supportive are you of the vision for the Belfast Coastal Reserve?
? Supportive
Comments: (Your submission can be as short or long as you wish. Put comments under
relevant headings corresponding to plan sections or strategies, noting page and paragraph
numbers. Attach more pages if required).
I am unhappy with the term "horse riding" when in fact the proposal is supportive of "race horse
training" - horses cantering at speed through the sand poses extreme risk to wildlife, in
particular the threatened Hooded Plover.
Key management theme #1: Cultural landscape and living heritage (pages 13-24)
How supportive are you of the strategies for ‘Cultural landscape and living heritage’ included in
the draft management plan?
? Supportive
Comments:
I am a strong supported of maintaining cultural landscape and living heritage and recognise the
value of consultation and management alongside Traditional Owners. However the strategy that
requires the community to act as delivery partners protecting the fragile dune systems is
unreasonable if commercial racehorse training is provided authorised access to an area rich in
Cultural Heritage.
Key management theme #2: Healthy Country (pages 28-42)
How supportive are you of the strategies for ‘Healthy Country’ included in the draft management
plan?
? Supportive
Comments:
Horses are the largest threat to the native coastal vegetation and the dune stability that it
supports. As we continue to see increasing changes in sea levels through climate change, this
fragile ecosystem is already under severe threat from climate related changes without
compounding the threats by allowing racehorses onto the beaches.
Key management theme #3: Recreation and use (pages 45-69)
How supportive are you of the strategies for ‘Recreation and use’ included in the draft
management plan?
? Supportive
Comments:
I think increased enforcement of appropriate use of the reserve is vital and that includes
restriction of vehicular access that destroys micro habitats within the sand systems, no off leash
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dog walking unless there is a fenced, designated area, no racehorse access, jet skis in reserve
waters and no dune boarding. It is essential that the public are encourage to feel like
stakeholders in the valuable reserve and an increase of interpretation signage about its cultural
and ecological value will facilitate this.
The draft plan recommends strict controls on where and how recreational uses are to be
managed in the future, however commercial racehorse training will be expanded? How does
this make any sense? In the intro for this chapter "Riding of horses for recreational or
commercial purposes was viewed as a threat to dune health, cultural heritage, shorebirds and
public safety, especially if riders did not comply with regulations, codes of conduct or licence
conditions". This suggests that the community is mainly concerned about impacts that occur
when commercial racehorse training doesn’t follow the rules. But as the risk assessment table
reveals on page 29, even with rules, management will not mitigate the extreme risk from
commercial racehorse training.
I strongly condemn the goal under this section of the chapter—Authorised uses of the Reserve
are managed to minimise the effect on values and visitors—with regards to commercial
racehorse training as it is incompatible with the goals of the plan and the purposes of the
reserve.
Key management theme #4: Managing in partnership (pages 71-75)
How supportive are you of the strategies for ‘Managing in partnership’ included in the draft
management plan?
? Supportive
Comments:
The reserve should become a park under the National Parks Act. We need a coordinated
management objective. The plan recommends retaining the fragmented management across
the City of Warrnambool, Moyne Shire Council and Parks Victoria and leaving the reserve under
the Crown Lands (Reserves) Act.
I also strongly support goals to ensure that Traditional Owners caring for their Country is an
integral part of the reserve’s management and that community skills, knowledge and assistance
provide stewardship and help in that management. However, if commercial racehorse training is
retained inside the reserve, all of their efforts would be to nought.
Key management theme #5: Research and monitoring (page 77-79)
How supportive are you of the strategies for ‘Research and monitoring’ included in the draft
management plan?
? Very supportive
Comments:
Research and monitoring is vital going forward. Many conservation efforts are wasted after the
initial investment because of the lack of follow up and its important we are able to measure the
effectiveness of the plan through monitoring.However, the plan fails to explain how it will lower
the extreme risk presented by commercial racehorse training revealed in the table on page 29.
That table proves that it cannot and so commercial racehorse training should be removed from
the reserve.

